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SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN ON ARTICLES IN
1978 TOWN WARRANT
The meeting was opened at 10:10 A.M. by Robert A. Johnson,
Moderator, on March 18, 1978. The meeting was held at Coe-
Brown Northwood Academy with about 125 present. The warrant
was read through in its entirety.
ARTICLE 1 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100,000.00 for an incinerator, or another method of
solid waste disposal, together with the necessary building and
associated equipment and authorize the issuance of notes upon
the credit of the Town for all of the sum so raised and appro-
priated. The note term to be fifteen (15) years, with annual
payments of $7,541.00 plus interest.
Mr. Lester, representing the Budget Committee, moved the
Article as read. After an hour and a half of lengthy discussion
of other alternatives, whether other towns would join us, was it
safe for pollution, would it have a re-sale value, would it be
hard to repair, could we save a lot by paying for it all at once,
could we get more up-to-date figures on the Lamprey proposal and
the Rockingham County proposal, at last Mr. Ahlgren moved an
amendment that we lay this article, as well as Articles 2 and 3
on the table and defer a decision on it until after consideration
of Article 45. This was adopted by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 45 To see if the Town will vote to recess the Town
Meeting to reconvene at the call of the Selectmen for the pur-
pose of taking whatever action is necessary or indicated by the
Rockingham County Solid Waste Study to enable the Town to meet
its solid waste disposal needs in conformity with existing laws
and regulations.
Mrs. Post moved to amend the article by deleting the words
"Rockingham County Solid Waste Study". This amendment passed by
a voice vote. Mr. Post moved the amended article. The motion
was adopted by a voice vote.
ARTICLE 4 To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of the same.
Mr. Lester moved that we raise $89,615.00. Mr. Charles
Johnson amended the figure to $92,047, because of an increase in
insurance of $1,932.00 and in Social Security of $500.00. Amend-
ment adopted by voice vote. Amended article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes and vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for interest on same.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,550.00 for the Northwood Public Libraries.
Article adopted by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,700.00 for Parks and Playgrounds.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 8 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,885.00 for the care of Cemeteries.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 9 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for Town Highways.
Mr. Lester moved the Town raise and appropriate $64,000.00
($35,500.00, summer, $23,900.00, winter, $4,600.00 general expense
of Highway Department). Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 10 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,800.00 for the purpose of Street Lighting.
Mrs. Herron asked if we needed them. Mr. Low said we'd
eliminated all unnecessary ones a few years ago. Article adopted
by voice vote.
ARTICLE 11 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,563.83 for the purpose of Town Road Aid, the State's share
to be $3,968.55 and the Town's share to be $595.28.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 12 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $541.00 for the Concord Hospital.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 13 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,714.00 for Ambulance Service, to be paid to the
Center Barnstead Fire Department.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 14 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,785.50 for the Town's per capita share of the Rural
District Health Council.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 15 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for the purpose of increasing the Highway
Equipment Capital Reserve.
Mr. Post said if we are not buying equipment, do we need to
put money in this reserve fund? A YES and NO ballot showed 38 YES
56 NO. Article was not adopted.
ARTICLE 16 To see if the Town will vote to transfer $1,500.00
from the revenue of the Municipal Court to the Highway Safety
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $18,000.00 for the maintenance of the Town Dump.
Mr. Lane amended the article to appropriate $8,000.00 to run
the Dump until the reconvened meeting and to discuss it further
at the reconvened meeting. Amended article adopted by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 18 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,665.00 for the Northwood Rescue Squad.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 19 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 for pick-up appraisals by the State of New
Hampshire.
Mr. Post moved we defer action until action on Selectmen's
salary. Motion passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 20 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to pay the salary and expense of the Super-
visor of the Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youths,
(S.P.E.D.Y.)
.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 21 To see if the Town will vote to receive and spend up
to $6,000.00 from Rockingham-Strafford Manpower Administration for
the S.P.E.D.Y. Program.
Mr. Ahlgren read an amendment for Mr. Mills, amending the
article to read $28,000.00 in place of $6,000.00; $6,000.00 for
S.P.E.D.Y., $2 2,000.00 for Planning Board for the development of
a Town Master Plan. Breakdown:
S.P.E.D.Y.: $6,000.00
Master Plan: Planner, $9,000.00, Clerk-typist, $5824.00,
Building Inspector, $3,120.00, FICA $1,085.62, Workmen's Comp. Ins.,
$500.00, Travel Expenses, $2,000.00, total rounded off to $22,000.00
Mr. Johnson explained why the plan is needed. Mr. Bassett
and Mr. Behm spoke in opposition. Mr. Ahlgren reminded us that the
plan would be voted on. After much discussion the vote on amend-
ment passed by a show of hands, 60 YES - 25 NO. Moderator Johnson
asked people in future to insert such an amendment in the warrant
as an article.
ARTICLE 22 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,000.00 to be used in conjunction with the Town Road
Aid Funds raised and appropriated in Article 11 to reconstruct that
part of the Ridge Road between the residence of David White and
Gerald Poling.
Mr. Low asked that it be made a part of the record that of that
$22,000.00 this year we received an additional highway subsidy which
must be spent on new construction or reconstruction. $6,321.00 is
the additional highway subsidy amount for the year 1978, and is in-
cluded in the framework of the $22,000.00. Article adopted by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 2 3 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $700.00 for Planning Board expenses.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 24 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $375.00 for Northwood Conservation Commission expenses.
Article adopted by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 25 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Northwood Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended
portion of its 1977 appropriation ($240.), said funds to be
placed in a special Northwood Conservation Fund in accordance
with RSA 36-A:5.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 26 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $100.00 for addition to the special Northwood Conservation
Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5.
Article adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 27 To see if the Town will vote to remove the so-called
Deslaurier Lot on Saddleback Mountain, of 31.2 acres, more or
less, bounded and described as follows: southerly by the Town
of Deerfield line, easterly by land now or formerly of E. Davis,
northerly by land now or formerly of Inland Acres, Inc., and
westerly by land now or formerly of R. C. Batchelder, now on the
Selectmen's list of Town-owned lands to be sold for taxes, so
that it no longer shall be upon said list, but to be held for
Town purposes, including recreation, wildlife, conservation and
timber-growing purposes, still under control of the Board of
Selectmen, or take any other action relative thereto. (By Petition)
Mrs. Post moved the article. Mr. Frary moved to amend the
article by inserting after the name of R. C. Batchelder "and the
Ben Giles Pasture Lot, so-called, abutting easterly on Upper
Deerfield Road by land now or formerly of Grondin, westerly by
land now or formerly of Weeks and of Pinkham, to Upper Deerfield
Road, and thence along Upper Deerfield Road to the point of be-
ginning, being about 36 acres more or less".
Amendment and amended article both passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 28 To see if the Town will vote to establish a Town
Administration Study Committee composed of seven (7) members,
one to be selected by the Moderator, one by the Selectmen, one
by the Budget Committee, one by the School Committee, one by
the Planning Board, one by the Conservation Commission and one
by the Variance Board, all to be selected by April 1, 1978, to
elect their own chairman and secretary from among themselves,
to determine whether the Town should utilize an administrator
assistant or a shared administrator assistant, recommend any
other changes in the existing Town organization they determine
of benefit to the Town, hold hearings and information meetings
or combinations thereof to inform the voters of these subjects,
and render a written report with their recommendations to the
Selectmen by October 1, 19 78 who shall in turn prepare any
recommended Article for the 1979 Warrant, or take any other
action relative thereto. (By Petition)
Mr. Lawrence Tasked moved we indefinitely postpone the
article. After much discussion this motion was defeated by
a voice vote. Mr. Lidback moved the original article which
was adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 29 To see if the Town will vote to limit the pay of
the Selectmen to one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) annually
and limit the pay of the Chairman of the Board to fifteen
hundred dollars ($1,500.00) annually, or take any other action
relative thereto. (By Petition)
Mr. Post moved the article be indefinitely postponed. Motion
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 30 To see if the Town will vote to reclassify that
portion of the Old Deerfield Road, approximately 1000 feet,
between the present end of its Class Five (5) and the driveway
to the permanent residence of Leo W. and Doris M. Dagenais,
from Class Six (6) to Class Five (5) . (By Petition)
Mr. Richardson moved this article be indefinitely postponed
because there is no money for it. This motion adopted by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 31 To see if the Town will vote to improve that section
of Old Deerfield Road (approximately 1000 feet) between the present
end of its Class Five (5) and the driveway leading to the permanent
residence of Leo W. and Doris M. Dagenais. Said improvements re-
quiring repairs to old drainage ditching and some gravel on road
surface and one culvert. (By Petition)
Mr. Post moved the article as printed. After much discussion
about T.R.A. funds, etc. Mr. Post withdrew his first motion and
moved that the Town improve the section of Old Deerfield Road,
(about 1000 feet) between the present end of its Class V and the
driveway leading to the permanent residence of Leo & Doris Dagenais
said improvements requiring repairs to old drainage ditching and
some gravel on road surface and one culvert, to the extent Town
highway funds are legally available. Motion adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 19 Article was reconsidered and Charles Johnson moved we
indefinitely postpone it. Motion adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 32 To see if the Town will vote to reclassify from Class
Six nn to Class Five (5) that portion of Upper Deerfield Road
between the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Mello and the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grondin. (By Petition)
Mr. Post moved the article which was adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 33 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for the repair of that section of Upper
Deerfield Road between the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Mello and the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grondin. (By Petition)
Mrs. Post moved the article which was adopted by show of hands.
ARTICLE 34 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to support the Family Center and Children's
Village. (By Petition)
Jean Lane moved the article. Some felt this could not be
done legally, others felt there still might be a way through
Municipal Association and Department of Revenue Administration.
Mrs. Herron amended the article to read "provided the appropriate
authorization can be obtained from the State. Amended article
adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 35 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of $7,500.00 for the purpose of modifying the Town Hall to
satisf- fire and insurance regulations as well as provide office
space for town officers, and authorize the withdrawals of the
amount required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assist-
ance Act of 1972.
Mr. Lester moved the article. Mr. Charles Johnson amended
the article to read $8,695.00, to refinish the old Town Hall floor
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and purchase office and maintenance equipment. Breakdown:
safety, $4,170.00, office dividers, $850.00, floor, $2,000.00,
office equipment, $1,675.00. Motion was adopted as amended by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 36 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $4,500.00 for the purpose of constructing a parking lot at
the Elementary School and authorize the withdrawal of the amount
required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Mr. Charles Johnson moved this article be indefinitely post-
poned as it is illegal. Motion adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 37 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,500.00 for the purpose of installing acoustical tile in
the Elementary School gymnasium and authorize the withdrawal of
the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance
Act of 1972.
Mr. Keith Lidback moved the article be indefinitely postponed.
Motion adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 38 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $4,000.00 for the purpose of purchasing communications equip-
ment for the Northwood Fire Department, and authorize the with-
drawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Mr. Lester moved the article. Allan Clark moved to amend
the article to read $5,000.00. Amendment and motion both adopted
by voice vote.
ARTICLE 39 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 for the purpose of installing new storm windows
and insulation at the Northwood Narrows and East Northwood Fire
Houses, and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for
this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Mr. Lester moved the article. Mr. Clark moved to amend the
article to read $4,450, including a chimney and other repairs at
Narrows Station. Amendment and motion adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 40 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $500.00 for the purpose of purchasing communications equipment
for the Northwood Rescue Squad, and authorize the withdrawal of
the amount required for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing
Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972.
Mr. Lester moved the article. Sandra Dewey moved to amend
the article to read $1,000.00. Amendment and motion adopted by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 41 We petition the Town of Northwood to continue main-
taining the roads involved in said area, better known as Cole's
Development. In the definition of maintaining roads, let it be
brought to the attention of the Road Maintenance Department, that
summer grading and hole filling, etc., can and will be accomplished
by the signers of this petition. The main object is snow plowing
and when necessary sanding, which must be brought to your attention,
that in spite of a rough winter, sanding was only necessary
twice. I, for one would not have put my life's savings, to
nake a home here if I had not been led to believe that I would
De plowed. I, and I am sure all of the people involved, believe
that getting no other service for our taxes, should at least get
Dlowed. The irony of this situation is that a percentage of our
:ax money is allotted to fire department and police department, etc,
low, if ever the need arises, can we receive any help from services
Lf they cannot get into the area. We believe that three miles of
snow plowing is a good investment by the town. (By Petition)
Mrs. Jean Lane moved we indefinitely postpone this article.
4otion defeated by 36 YES - 50 NO on a YES and No ballot. Mr.
Sassett moved we pass the article as read and challenge the
Revenue Administration. After lengthy discussion Moderator Johnson
suggested we postpone Article 41 to be tabled with its accompanying
notion to our adjourned meeting. Mr. K so moved and motion adopted
}y voice vote.
ARTICLE 42 To see if the Town will vote to require the Selectmen
:o establish a policy of publicly advertising in at least two (2)
Local newspapers, and obtaining a minimum of three (3) bids in
writing, for all services, materials, and equipment needed by the
["own which cost in excess of $200.00. Also, to establish a policy
;hat local businesses providing such services, materials, and
equipment be directly notified and to have first consideration.
(By Petition)
Mr. Bennett amended this article to read: "... which cost
In excess of $500.00." Mr. Bane thought we ought to retain right
:o reject bids. Mr. Johnson explained maybe the cost of the
advertising would be too great. Amendment and motion defeated
Dy voice vote.
\RTICLE 43 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
:o sell the town sander and loader to the highest bidder.
Mr. Johnson moved the article which was adopted by voice vote.
\RTICLE 44 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
zo sell property of the Town acquired by Tax Collector's Deeds as
a result of Tax Sale.
Mr. Sherman moved the article which was adopted by voice vote.
\RTICLE 45 This article was dispensed with after Article 1.
\RTICLE 46 To transact any other business that legally may come
Defore said meeting.
Vincent Bane moved to adjourn this meeting, to meet again
at this hall at 10:00 A.M. on Saturday, April 29, 1978, to conclude
3ur town's business. Motion adopted by acclamation at 5:50 P.M.
ADJOURNED TOWN MEETING OF April 29, 19 78
The meeting was called to order at 10:15 A.M. by Moderator
Robert Johnson and he proceeded to open under Article 45.
\RTICLE 45 Mr. Harold Lester reported of a meeting with Wheela-
Drator-Frye and told us that any action there would be 5 to 8
/ears away. He then moved that any action with the Rockingham
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County Solid Waste project be indefinitely postponed. It was
seconded. By a show of hands this motion was unanimously adopted.
ARTICLE 1 Mr. Lester discussed meeting with Lamprey Project
officials. The town committee has changed its mind and now
recommends the Lamprey proposal as the best way to go; 1. better
to let the management and engineering of an incinerator be in
the hands of regional expertise, 2. waste will be burned and
sold as energy to U.N.H. At end of a year our dump will be weighed
and our share of cost adjusted. Mr. Elmer Tasker asked how long
a contract would we have to sign. Answer - 15 years. Mr. Roland
Thomas asked what effect this would have on our taxes. Answer -
Incinerator will not be operative until after July 1979 so no
effect this year. Mr. Frary asked if our share would be adjusted
annually. Answer - Yes. Mr. John Lane asked if Lamprey proposal
would cost more than our own incinerator. Mr. Ahlgren gave an
estimated cost projection of annual costs: 1979 - $34,281, 1980-
$45,000, 1981 - $38,000. Mr. Charles Johnson pointed out that
we lack expertise in running our own incinerator. Mr. Perry
Richardson asked if we'd be subject to state fine if we aren't
operational by July 1, 1979. Answer - The State has said they
will do everything in their power to help if we take a definitive
step now. Mrs. Herron asked for a poll of the Dump Committee and
Selectmen. It was noted that the Dump Committee voted 6 - 2 in
favor of Lamprey at their recent meeting, a marked change in their
previous philosophy. Mrs. Fogg asked how we'd operate as individuals.
Answer - Take our own dump as now to the Town Dump where there will
be compactors and places to separate dump as now. Mr. Charles
Johnson said Board of Selectmen concur with the Dump Committee.
Mr. A. J. Lane would like to be on record as favoring our own
incinerator. Mr. Post asked if we could join Lamprey at a later
date. Answer - Maybe - no guarantee. Mr. W. Burchstead asked if
we get any profit from separating our dump now. Also wondered
why contract dumpers aren ' t required to separate . Answer - We
need to be more stringent. Mr. Frary asked why we can't have
sanitary land fill. Mr. Low said State has tested and found no
site suitable because of our water table and water shed. Mr.
Harold Lester then moved we indefinitely postpone Article 1. Mr.
Charles Johnson seconded the motion. Motion was adopted by a
YES and NO ballot 62 YES 24 NO.
Mr. Charles Johnson requested permission to read a letter before
Article 2. The letter ascertained that it will be legal to give
the $1,000.00 voted in March to the Family Center and Children's
Village.
ARTICLE 2 Mr. Lester moved that Article 2 be adopted as read.
The motion was adopted by a YES and NO ballot, 88 votes cast -
69 YES 19 NO.
ARTICLE 3 Mr. Lester moved and amended this article as it appears
to read $12,000 instead of $22,835. Explanation was that Durham
is not yet ready to operate. Mr. Post asked what our $75,000.
will be doing. Mr. Low said it will be used for the compactor,
and for hauling our trash from July 1, 1979 until the time that
Durham is operational. This motion and amendment was unanimously
adopted.
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ARTICLE 17 Mr. Charles Johnson moved that we reconsider the
vote of $8,000. for the Town Dump. Seconded and adopted by a
voice vote. Mr. Charles Johnson then moved the town raise and
appropriate $10,000. (the former $8,000 plus $2,000) for the
maintenance of the town dump. Seconded. Motion adopted by voice
vote.
ARTICLE 41 Raymond d'Amante, attorney for Cole's Development
spoke to the group. Mr. E. Tasker, Mr. J. Bennett, Mrs. T. Herron,
Mr. R. Peterson, Mrs. Buchan, Mr. J. Small, Mr. Larry Sargent all
spoke in favor of plowing these roads. Mr. Charles Johnson ex-
plained they could not spend public money for private roads. Mr.
Lidback read a letter saying roads couldn't be made a precinct.
In a letter received today from their attorney RSA 31:39 provides
for collection for snow removal. Mr. J. Small believes RSA 234:20
allows Selectmen to treat these private roads as public roads dur-
ing the winter. After further discussion Mr. James Small amended
Article 41 to read: "the Selectmen are to take note of RSA 234:20
and take appropriate action in declaring all formerly plowed roads
as public roads exclusively for winter use and these roads to be
kept open from November 15 to April 1." Much more discussion fol-
lowed. Moderator R. Johnson reminds us that Selectmen cannot do
anything illegal even though we vote it. The amendment was adopted
by a YES and NO ballot 56 YES 20 NO. Then a YES and NO vote
followed on the amended Article. Motion was carried by 53 YES -
18 NO.
Mr. Herbert Sherman moved we adjourn. Meeting adjourned by voice





The State of New Hampshire
The Polls will be open from 10 A. M. to 7 P. M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Northwood in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Northwood on Tuesday the 13th day of March, 1979, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
Given under our hands and seal, this 20th day of February
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and seventy-nine.
CHARLES B. JOHNSON Selectmen
KEITH W. LIDBACK of
ROBERT A. LOW Northwood, N.H
A true copy of Warrant — Attest:
CHARLES B. JOHNSON Selectmen
KEITH W. LIDBACK of
ROBERT A. LOW Northwood, N.H.
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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Northwood in the County
of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Coe-Brown Northwood
Academy in said Northwood on Saturday the 17th day of March
next at ten of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the fol-
lowing subjects:
1. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of the same.
2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes and vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 for interest on same.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,800.00 for the Northwood Public Libraries.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,400.00 for Parks and Playgrounds.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $550.00 for the care of Cemeteries.
6. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for Town Highways.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,500.00 for the purpose of Street Lighting.
8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,339.88 for the purpose of Town Road Aid, the State's share
to be $4,643.37 and the Town's share to be $696.51.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,000.00 to be used to complete the reconstruction
of that part of the Ridge Road between the residence of David
White and Gerald Poling.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,200.00 for new construction on Harmony Road
(Route 4 to Allard's driveway and DeWitt's to Wallman's corner),
Green Street, Cross Street (Murray Small's to Gerald Poling's),
Ridge Road (Route 4 to Caverly's) and West Street. The $22,200.00
is comprised of $14,967.19 tax monies and $7,232.81 special high-
way subsidy.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,770.00 for Ambulance Service, to be paid to the
Center Barnstead Fire Department.
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12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,956.50 for the Town's per capita share of the Rural
District Health Council, Inc.
13. To see if the Town will vote to transfer $1,500.00 from
the revenue of the Municipal Court to the Highway Safety Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,500.00 for the maintenance of the Town Dump.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,660.00 for the Northwood Rescue Squad.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to pay the salary and expense of the Super-
visor of the Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youths,
(SPEDY)
.
17. To see if the Town will vote to receive and spend up to
$10,000.00 from Rockingham-Strafford Manpower Administration for
the SPEDY Program.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,490.00 for Planning Board and Board of Adjustment
expenses.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2 35.00 for Northwood Conservation Commission expenses.
20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Northwood
Conservation Commission to retain the unexpended portion of its
1978 appropriation ($91.19) said funds to be placed in the North-
wood Conservation Fund in accordance with R.S.A. 36-A:5.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 to be placed in the Northwood Conservation
Fund in accordance with R.S.A. 36-A:5.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200.00 for the supervisor's salary and expenses for
the Conservation Commission's CETA project, Title VI.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to support the Family Center and Children's
Village. (By Petition)
24. To see if the Town will vote to empower the Selectmen to
hire an executive secretary to be paid no less than the current
minimum wage and no more than $5.00 per hour, and extra secre-
tarial/clerical help as needed, to be paid no less than minimum
wage and no more than $3.50 per hour. (Recommendation of Adminis-
trative Study Committee)
25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to hire personnel in the range of $2.50 - $5.00 per hour instead
of the maximum of $3.00 per hour presently in effect, such author-
ization to become effective April 1, 1979. (Selectmen's recom-
mendation for all other personnel)
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26. To see if the Town will vote to provide workers' com-
pensation coverage for eligible employees by participating in the
New Hampshire Municipal Association Self-Funded Workers' Compen-
sation Program commencing April 1, 1979, and to authorize the
Selectmen to take such action in furtherance of this vote as may
be necessary.
27. To see if the Town will vote to spend $20,188.00 on a
Town ambulance, $7,500.00 to be received from Federal Funds and
the remainder, $12,688.00, to be raised and appropriated. (Sub-
mitted without recommendation of the Budget Committee)
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 in support of the Seacoast Regional Counseling
Center.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 in support of the Newmarket Health Center.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $224.00 in support of the Rockingham Child and Family
Services.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,229.00 as its 1979 share of the capital costs with
interest for the construction of an incinerator and energy re-
covery facilities as set forth under the Agreement For Formation
of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, and to take such
other actions as may be necessary as shall be in the best interest
of all members of the Cooperative, and to allow the Selectmen to
accept Federal or State and other grants that may be available to
the Town in providing its share in the project.
32. To see if the Town will vote to receive and spend up to
$23,500.00 from Rockingham-Strafford Manpower Administration for
the CETA Program (Town Plan - Title VI)
.
33. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $10,718.05
for the purpose of purchasing additional equipment and dry hydrants
for the Fire Department and authorize the withdrawal of $10,718.05
for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under
the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Breakdown:
1. Equipment and Supplies necessary to
convert recently obtained Military
4X4 into a Forestry Vehicle $2,200.00
2. 3 Hydrant Kits (dry hydrants to be
installed in the three best water
holes dug by Army) 1,968.05
3. Required equipment for Underwriter's
Specifications
:
2 1-1/2" Task Force Nozzle $ 600.
1 5" Floating Strainer 250.
1000' 1-1/2" Polyester Hose 1,150. 2,000.00
4. 4" Hose and Required Fittings
1000' 4" Hose $3,500.
Distributor Valve 550.
Relay Valve 500. 4,550.00
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34. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $9,675.00
for the purpose of constructing driveways to the Town Garage and
Police Station, and the purchase of new office equipment and
authorize the withdrawal of $9,675.00 for this purpose from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State
and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
Breakdown:
Driveway to Town Garage $ 900.00
Driveway to Police Station 475.00
Lighting, Town Hall 500.00
Bookkeeping Machine 7,500.00
Map Racks 300.00
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,560.00 to employ a full-time police chief, the above
amount includes the necessary insurance involved. (Submitted with-
out recommendation of the Budget Committee)
36. To see if the Town will vote to close the following Class
VI roads, subject to gates and bars, per recommendation of the
Highway Advisory Committee:
a. Upper Deerfield Road from Dagenais' driveway northerly
to Marsten's driveway.
b. Bow Street from Charles Varney's driveway westerly to
Reckard ' s driveway
.
c. Upper Deerfield Road from Weinhold's driveway southerly
to the Deerfield line.
d. Mountain Road from David Behm's driveway to the Winding
Hill Road.
e. Winding Hill Road from Tanja Winter's driveway to the
Deerfield line.
f. Bennett Road from Gaviat Green Development's easterly
driveway in a westerly direction to Gaviat Green Develop-
ment's westerly driveway.
g. Canterbury Road from Helen Moak ' s corner to the Epsom line.
h. Old Pittsfield Road from Silvana Cenci's driveway to the
Epsom line.
37. To see if the Town will vote to reclassify from Class
Six to Class Five that portion of the Upper Deerfield Road, approx-
imately 1000 feet between the present end of its Class Five and
the driveway to the permanent residence of Leo W. and Doris M.
Dagenais. (By Petition)
38. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 to improve that section of Upper Deerfield Road,
approximately 1000 feet between the present end of its Class Five
and the driveway leading to the permanent residence of Leo W. and
Doris M. Dagenais. (By Petition) (Submitted without the recom-
mendation of the Budget Committee)
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39. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell property of the Town acquired by Tax Collector's Deeds
as a result of Tax Sale.
40. To see if the Town will vote to accept and maintain
year-round Bigelow Road, beginning at so-called Lower Deerfield
Road and continuing to the southeast corner of Big Buck Road.
(By Petition)
41. To see if the Town will vote to adopt width requirements
for Class V Winter Public Roads established under R.S.A. 234:20,
such roads, and only such roads, having been plowed by the Town
during or prior to the 1977-78 season, so that said width re-
quirements for the purpose of Winter Public Roads shall be those
of the existing rights of way at the time when last plowed by the
Town, or take any other action relative thereto. (By Petition)
42. To see if the Town will vote to accept the newly con-
structed gravel road on the westerly side of Cross Street as
shown in the Subdivision Plan #4437 of Warren E. Bryant, Sr.
,
approved by the Northwood Planning Board on April 25, 1974 and
recorded at the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds. (By Petition)
43. To see if the Town will vote to retain the right-of-way,
and to not close subject to gates and bars, the following roads;
the Mountain Road from Blake's Hill to David Behm's property,
and the Winding Hill Road from Blake's Hill to the Deerfield line.
(By Petition)
44. To see if the Town will vote to establish a permanent
Town Roads Committee of six (6) members to be appointed by the
Selectmen for terms of three years, two to be appointed annually
in overlapping terms, except the first year when two shall be
appointed for three years, two for two years, and two for one
year, the purpose of said Town Roads Committee to be to advise
the Selectmen and the Town Meeting on policies and standards
concerning all matters having to do with public and private ways
within the Town, to present an annual report to the Annual Town
Meeting, said report to be published in the Annual Town Report,
or take any other action relative thereto. (By Petition)
45. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Plus 55 Club
of Northwood to use the Town Hall facilities for their meetings
and projects without charge, provided that the Club members clean
up after their meetings and projects and make a nominal gift to
the Town as they have been doing in the past, or to take any
other action thereon. (By Petition)
46. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of
N. H. R.S.A. 128 (Health Officer), request the Selectmen to nomi-
nate said Health Officer, or a shared Health Officer, and set the
compensation for such officer's services including expenses, or
take any other action relative thereto. (By Petition)
47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $150.00 as compensation for the services and expenses
of a Town Health Officer, or shared Town Health Officer, under
the provisions of N. H. R.S.A. 128 when approved by the Town
25
Meeting, or take any other action relative thereto. (By Petition)
(Submitted without recommendation of the Budget Committee)
48. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $1,000.00
to lay out Spruce Cove Road for a Town road, running from Route 4
at Spruce Cove Meadow to Old Turnpike Road at the Northwood-Epsom
line. Said road having been laid out by Walter F. O'Neill, C.E.,
239 Young Street, Manchester, New Hampshire, and approved by the
Planning Board of Northwood, New Hampshire on February 23, 1974,
George V. Linscott, Chairman. (By Petition) (Submitted without
recommendation of the Budget Committer
)
49. Authorization of existing Section 8 only — be it re-
solved by the Town of Northwood that the New Hampshire Housing
Commission be and is authorized to operate in the Town of North-
wood, in the State of New Hampshire, that said New Hampshire
Housing Commission is authorized to sponsor a project for elderly/
low income persons under Section 8 of the U. S. Housing Act of
1937 as amended, for the following accommodations; existing
standard housing, five dwelling units.
50. To see if the Town of Northwood will allow the sale of
single grave sites in the Pine Grove Cemetery, the price to be
$85.00 - $35.00 for the lot and $50.00 for perpetual care.
51. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the sale of
1/4 lots in the Pine Grove Cemetery.
52. To transact any other business that legally may come
before said meeting.
If the above articles have not been completely acted upon by
5 P.M. on March 17, 1979, the meeting will be adjourned to 10 A.M.
on March 24, 1979.
Given under our hands and seal this 20th day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and seventy-nine.
CHARLES B. JOHNSON Selectmen
KEITH W. LIDBACK of
ROBERT A. LOW Northwood , N . H
.
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
CHARLES B. JOHNSON Selectmen
KEITH W. LIDBACK of
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Town of Northwood Checking Account
Certificate of Deposit




Highway Safety Equipment Fund
Beach Fund
Accounts Due to the Town:
T.R.A. Account












Current Surplus, December 31, 1977






























Accounts Owed by the Town:
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations:
Vault $ 950.00
Beach Toilets 300.00
Am. Rev. Bicentennial Committee 153.09
Records Committee 12 8.94
Incineration Program 59,705.88
Conservation Commission Fund 340. 00
$ 61,577.91
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds $ 20,393.05
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Account) $ 2,725.00
School District Payable $344,439.00
Other Liabilities:
Chesley Memorial Library $ 468.21
A. & A. Caswell Fund 36.81
James Bryant Fund 352.74
Fremont Swain Fund 460.08
Alfred Parsons Book Fund 22.24
Eugene Grant Library Fund 4 6.68
Irene Grant Book Fund 80.72
Northwood Bicentennial Fund 708.51
Clinton D. Carlisle Fund 135. 79
$ ? 31 1 27
Total Accounts Owed by the Town $431,446.23
State and Town Joint Highway Construction Accounts:
Unexpended Balance in State Treasury $ 4,56 3.95
Capital Reserve Funds $ 9,986.92
Total Liabilities $445,997.10





Land - Improved and Unimproved $16,307,481.
Buildings 19,401.320.
Public Utilities 1,773.930.
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel Tr. (199) 872,030.
Boats (51) 21,860.
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $38,376,621.
Blind Exemptions (1) $ 5,000.
Elderly Exemptions (91) 788,639.
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 793,6 39.





Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal and District Court Expenses







Conservation Commission - Special Fund
Conservation Commission - Unexpended 1977 Budget
Concord Hospital





Town Maintenance , Summer and Winter
Street Lighting
General Expenses of Highway Department
New Road Construction
New Road Construction, Special Gas Tax










Damages and Legal Expenses
Employees' Retirement and Social Security
Family Center & Children's Village
Rural District Health Council




Fire Department Building Improvements














































Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
$290,072.00
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes








Meals and Rooms Tax $ 12,2 87.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 11,756.00
Savings Bank Tax 3,805.00
Highway Subsidy 17,727.00
Town Road Aid 4,563.00
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 31.00
Reimb. a/c Fighting Forest Fires 197.00
Dog Licenses 1,550.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 75.00
Fines & Forfeits, Municipal & District Court 2,000.00
Interest Received on Deposits 2,032.00
Income from Trust Funds 1,916.00
Income from Departments 8,106.00




Revenue Sharing Funds 19,145.00
Total Revenue and Credits $189,102.00
Net Town Appropriations $100,970.00
Net School Appropriations $550,463.00
County Tax Assessments $ 44,234.00
Total of Town, School and County $695,667.00
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. $ 11,776.00
Add: War Service Credits 12,950.00
Add: Overlay 5,961.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised $702,808.00
Tax Rate $ 1,87
Veterans Exemptions:
Totally and Permanently Disabled (6) $ 4,200.00
All Other Qualified Persons (175) 8,750.00
Current Use Exemptions:
Total Land Valuation Exempted $2,767,979.00
Total Number of Acres 7,567.23
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1978
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 92,150.
Furniture and Equipment 13,200.
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 49,950.
Furniture and Equipment 10,000.
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 2,500.
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 40,000.
Equipment 82,500.
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 5,000.
Equipment 3,000.
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 83,650.
Schools, Lands and Buildings 476,600.
Equipment 60,000.
Harvey Lake Estates, Lots 139,141,253,433,709,
407, Lot 1, Plot A, 3 Beach Lots 34,900.
Ames Property, 12,950, P. Carr Property, 16750,
L. Jock Property, 9,150, L,R,W & J. Preve, 5,800 44,650.
Deslorier Lot 4,700.
Parsonage Lot 18,350.
B. Giles Lot 13,500.
Gravel Bank 950.
Post Office Lot 7,300.
Annie Giles Lot, Route 4 3,700.




For the Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1978
RECEIPTS:
Auto Permits


























as of December 31, 1978
Taxes Committed to Collector - Levy 1978:
Property Taxes $691,756.03
Resident Taxes 12,720.00







Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes 446.68




National Bank Stock Taxes 17.10
Yield Taxes 5,783.85
Interest Collected 446.68
Penalties on Resident Taxes 56.00
Abatements During Year:
















Carr, Philip Jr. , & Joyce M.
Conlon, Thomas & Doris
Corney, Dana




Klocek, Joseph & Arlene
Manseau, Ruth




Old Age Exemption 29.33
Deeded 313.23









































































































































































































Purtell, Joseph Left Town
Rand, Everett A. Left Town
Rogers, Allen P., Sr. Billed Twice
Roqers, Doris P. Billed Twice
Rowntree, John S. Over Age
Sargent Larry Armed Forces
Shaughnessey, Stephen Left State
Shaughnessey, Judith Left State
Smart, Gregory Left State
Smith, John Over Age
Traversy, Gary J. Left Town
Trojano, Michael Left Town
Trojano, Catherine Left Town
VanCourt, Arthur H. Left Town
Varney, Charles W. Left Town
Varney, Barbara J. Left Town
Walton, Olive Over Age
Willey, Greg Left State
Willey, Barbara Left State
Yeaton, James Left State
Young, Tammy Paid in Lee
43










































































































































































Added Resident Taxes 210.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes 2,935.59





Interest Collected During Year 2,935.59











ABATEMENTS - LEVY 1977
Corney, Dana
Barringer, Raymond
C. M. Dining Co. , Inc.
















































Mobile, Tax paid in Epsom $ 9.35
Travel Trailer, Registered
for Highway 34.00
Propane Tank, Assessment Error 136.00
Land, Assessment Error 108.00
Land,, Deeded to Town 34.,00
Mobi!Le & Lots, Taxes Twice 100.,30








Paid in Epsom, N. H.


























Moved to Pittsfield, N. H.




TAXES - LEVY 1976
Uncollected Property Taxes , $18.47









TAX COLLECTOR'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
LEVY 19 77
August 20, 1978
Munier & Suncook Bank $ 748.20
Benoit, George & Dorcas 63.36
Blouin, Roger & Rita 116.17
Bishop, Fred & Marilyn 67.70
Buzzell, Charles Heirs 34.18
Cannizzaro, Catherine 199.01
Cannizzaro, Walter & Catherine 68.23
Caputo, Frank 113.42
Carbone, Frank 33.08
Catanese, Ralph J. & Muriel 65.16
Caverly, Glendle 93.39
Brown, Everett & Phyllis 393.92
Cenci, Silvana & Suberi & Hanson 505.56
Chandler, Robert & Cynthia 729.09
Coffin, Nathan & Edna 498.55
Concannon, Anna 364.60
Concannon, Anna 61.07
Cundy, Baylus Heirs 282.85
Curley, Burton Jr., & Carolyn 316.54
Currier, James & Florence 440.37
Dalton, Daniel & Syble & Raymond Stone 150.72
DeMaggio, Mary 45.14
DiFronzo, Louis & Charlotte 236.35
Dolliver, Stephen 128.03
Eastman, Harold Heirs 82.93
Dunderdale Wm. & Mary Souhlaris 157.91
Emmons, David & Margaret 136.45
Fay, Frank & Claudia 60.61
Fife, Lynwood & Clara 186.30
Ford, George 2 20.88
Gagne, David & Beulah 373.90
Goss, Michael & Carol 91.59
LaPlume, Maurice & Madelaine 29.62
Lesnyk, Paul & Victoria 79.73
Lesnyk, Paul, Victoria, Rita & Theodore 152.56
Lindahl, Jacqueline 425.11
Loy, M. Jessica N. 179.24
Inland Acres Associates 430.36
Josiah, Glen & Laura 607.52
Josiah, Glen & Laura 317.00
McMenamon, Edward & Geraldine 191.99
Kelsey, Richard 377.16
Magoon, Merlin & Dorothy 180.82
McLaughlin, Robert 4,137.29
Minucci, Redmond W. 42.83
McCann, Frederick & Virginia 259.30
Moses, Estelle 799.42
O'Connor, James 39.68
O'Connor, John & Dorothy 286.45
Odegaard, Lloyd & Esther 206.66
Paiva, David E. 67.86
Pease, George & Constance 50.30
Peters, Forest Trust 750.82
Preve, Wilfred E. & Rena 184.49
Porter, Victor & Fay 125.24
Reckard, Douglas & Barbara 194.96
Ox-Bow Restaurant 1,570.61
Ox-Bow Restaurant 42.59
Russell, Andrew C. 98.21
Russell, Marilyn Grace 249.11
Sauls, John E. 497.28
Shea, James V. & Kathleen E. 42.39
Smith, William & Gail 28.72
Staab, Martin R. 262.78
Swimm, Gerald G. & Patricia J. 48.79
Thompson, Roy D. 121.82
Twombly, Frederick & Naomi 234.52
Wallace, Leon E., Jr., & Beverly - v 315.58
Warren, Michael & Eltruda 206.31
Wilkins, Earl & Jeannette 75.50
Wright, James A. & Linda J. 60.87










Brown, Everett & Phyllis
Cannizzaro, Catherine
Cannizzaro, Walter & Catherine
Coffin, Nathan & Edna
Concannon, Anna
Chandler, Robert & Cynthia
Cundy, Baylus Heirs
Curley, Burton, Jr. & Carolyn
Curtis, Ella




Emmons, David & Margaret
Fay, Frank & Claudia
Fife, Lynwood & Clara
Ford, George
Fowler, Allen
Gagne, David & Beulah
Inland Acres
Kelsey, Richard
Lesnyk, Paul & Victoria
Lesnyk, Paul et al
Loy, M. Jessica N.
Magoon, Merlin & Dorothy
McCann, Fred. & Virginia
Moses, Estelle
Odegaard, Lloyd & Esther
Paiva, David
Pease, George & Constance
Preve, Wm. Sr. , & Pearl
Preve, Wilfred & Rena









Twombly, Fred. & Naomi
Wilkins, Earl & Jeannette
Wright, James & Linda
Josiah, Glen & Laura

























































SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
for Year Ended December 31, 1978
Previous
1977 1976 1975 Years
Balance of
Unredeemed Taxes






After Sale 42.80 412.61 393.12 112.96
Redemption Costs 33. 60 8. 00




Redemptions 5,327.37 4,316.76 2,196.61 760.97
Interest & Costs 76.40 420.61 393.12 112.96
Deeded to Town
During Year 972.60 1,126.25 1,690.15
Unredeemed Taxes
December 31, 1978 15,746.70 4,231.37 1,067.17 494.67
Total Credits $21,150.47 $9,941.34 $4,783.15 $3,058.75
50
















Total Tax Sales Redeemed






















Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1978
Cash Balance:
December 31, 1977 in checking account $125,633.22







Total Amount Available from All Sources $1,310,689.62
Less:
Total Disbursements per Order of Selectmen $ 977,195.38
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1978 $ 283,494.24
Treasury Note, Concord National Bank $ 50,000.00*
Plus $7,000. at close of December 31, 1978 books
Northwood Conservation Commission Fund $ 340.00
Concord Savings Bank, October 18, 1978
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
Report for the Year 1978, inclusive
Cash Balance - December 31, 1977 $ 22,288.64
Deposits:
April 25, 1978 $4,910.00
July 26, 1978 4,910.00
October 8, 1978 4,910.00
Total Deposits for 1978 $ 14,730.00
Interest for 1978 $ 1,202.53
Total Available from All Sources $ 38,221.17
Withdrawal per Order of Selectmen $ 17,828.12
Balance in Concord Savings Bank, January 1979 $ 20,393.05
An overpayment from the Tax Collector of $619.65 is included in the







Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1978
Cash Balance:
December 31, 1977 $ 125,633.22
Current Receipts:
From Tax Collector $821,074.39
From Selectmen 212.146.61
From Town Clerk 51,215.75
Certificates of Deposit 50,000.00
1,134,436.75
Total Amount Available from all Sources $1,260,069.97
Less:
Total Disbursements per orders of Selectmen $ 977,195.38
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1978:
Concord National Bank Checking Account $ 282,874.59
Treasury Note, Concord National Bank 57,000.00
Northwood Conservation Commission Fund
Concord Savings Bank, October 18, 1978 340.00
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
Report for the Year 1978, inclusive





Total Deposits for 1978
Interest for 1978
Total Available from All Sources











January, 1979 $ 20,393.05
53
SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
State of New Hampshire $ 57,318.60
Timber Deposits 4,757.00
Police Department 282.50
Police Special Duty 2,568.67
Police Accident Reports 273.00
Police Dog Fines 150.00
Pistol Permits 114.00
Gun Sale Permits 4.00
Municipal Court 3,088.00
Junk Yard Licenses 75.00
Dump Fee 25.00
Town Officers Expenses 264.15
Fire Department 733.88
Town Dump 2,6 54.34
Town Hall & Other Buildings 88.41
Rental of Town Hall 285.00
Town Poor 275.78
Parks & Playgrounds 1,712.19
General Expenses of Highway Department 745.35
Northwood Rescue Squad 127.00
Summer Maintenance 393.60
Planning Board 225.00
Board of Adjustment 75.00
Registration & Election 44.00
Sale of Town Property 908.00
Trust Fund Income 1,4 32.84
New Trust Funds 2,560.00
Pine Grove Cemetery Trust 555.00
Revenue Sharing 17,828.12
Temporary Loans 100,000.00
Interest On Deposits 336.44
S.P.E.D.Y. 8,965.84
CETA 3,255.84




Town Officers' Salaries $ 12,964.00
Auto Permits, Dog Licenses, Resident Taxes 3,087.00
Town Officers' Expenses 15,215.09
Election and Registration 1,277.40
Municipal Court 250.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings 5,755.19
Police Department 13,022.55
Fire Department 10,774.98
Northwood Rescue Squad 1,729.94
Insurance 13,512.30




Planning and Zoning 922.19
Conservation Commission 283.81
Damages and Legal Expenses 1,294.68
Social Security 2,995.20
Town Dump 8,538.97





General Expenses Highway Department 3,877.31
Street Lighting 3,942.25
Libraries 4,823.37
Old Age Assistance 2,736.51
Town Poor 4,289.51
Memorial Day 300.00
Parks & Playgrounds 5,399.19
Cemeteries 2,169.56
Timber Tax Deposits 2,924.00
Taxes Bought By Town 22,079.66
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 759.75
Lamprey Regional Cooperative 10,000.00
Transfer Station 15,710.63
Northwood Conservation Fund 340.00
Family Center and Children's Village 1,000.00
Temporary Loans 100,000.00
Interest on Temporary Loans 1,035.6 3
State Yield Tax 452.32
County Tax 44,234.00
New Trust Funds 2,460.00
Highway Safety Equipment Capital Reserve 1,500.00
Pine Grove Cemetery Trust 555.00
Chesley Memorial Book Fund 44 3.66
Clinton D. Carlisle Fund 113.65
Eugene Grant Fund 26.70
Irene Grant Book Fund 80.24
Alfred Parsons Book Fund 23.65
A. & A. Caswell Fund 40.00
James Bryant Fund 5 3.68
1973 Northwood Bicentennial Fund 2 38.24
55




Northwood School District 535,872.00
Total Payments $977,195.38
56
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
State of New Hampshire
Highway Subsidy $ 11,405.92
Additional Highway Subsidy 6,131.52
State of N. H. & Fed. Forest Lands 31.45
Business Profits 11,776.68
Gas Tax Refund 124.68
Interest & Dividends Tax 11,756.31
Bank Tax 3,804.81




Joseph G. Bolduc, Jr.
Allan Donovan
Pittsfield Box & Lumber Co.
J.E.F.F., Inc.













Town of Barrington, sale of radar





Coe-Brown Northwood Academy $ 408.00
St. Joseph's Church 1,030.50
First Baptist Church 223.00
Pinkham Funeral Home 111.00
Northwood Elementary School 102.00
Indian Head National Bank 54.00
Northwood Parent Cooperative Preschool 15.00
Craftsmen's Fair 96.00
Girl Scouts 18.00
Don Reinhold's Ox Bow Restaurant 154.17
Walter Fiander 36.00
Foster Peverly 36.00
Free Will Baptist Church 99.00
Baptist Churches Men's Club 42.00
j/j. Jeffrey Post #7217, V.F.W. 9.00
Saddleback Mountain Lions Club 120.00







The Travelers Insurance Company












Royal Globe Insurance Companies
Fireman s Fund Insurance Company
Crum & Forster Insurance Company
Norfolk & Dedham Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Reliance Insurance Companies
McAndrews Adjustment Company
All State Insurance Company
Kemper Insurance Companies
U.S.F. & G. Companies
State Farm Insurance
Merchants Insurance Group
Metropolitan Property & Liability Co.
Foremost Insurance Company
Michael & Jones
The Commerce Insurance Company
E. R. Squibb, Inc.
Grange Mutual Insurance Company






























































































































































































Tax map & town map sales
Helen A. Sherman, file cabinet
Registry of Deeds, overpayment








State of New Hampshire, forest fires $ 395.62
Town of Loudon, forest fire reimb. 52.02




Harding Metals, Inc., sale of metal
Warren E. McCarthy, Inc. , loader sale
Town Hall & Other Buildings
J.J.Jeffrey Post #7217, electricity








Rental of Town Hall
Harvey Lake Women's Club $ 35.00
Sandra Teal 40.00
Riverside Light Harness Club 5.00
N. H. Goat Association 10.00
Harvey Lake Improvement Association 25.00
Plus 55 Club 50.00
P. Drown 10.00
Linda Blackey 10.00
Northwood Rescue Squad 20.00
D. A. R. 10.00
Northwood Crankpullers 20.00
Jacqueline Guptill 10.00
Northwood Cooperative Parent Preschool 10.00
Howard Block 10.00
Society for Protection of N. H. Forests 5.00





















General Expenses of Highway Department






Northwood Rescue Squad, com. bal. 127.00
Summer Maintenance
Arthur C. Slade III and
Arthur C. Slade, Jr., tarring
True W. Chesley, tarring
W. Edward Bryant, tarring
Northwood School Dist., driveway
Planning Board
Christine M. Kalil, Hearing Fee
Allen Evans Associates, Hearing Fee
George R. & Mary B. Wilson Hear. Fee
Roland Desmarias, Kennel Hearing Fee
Lindquist Machine, Hearing Fee
Board of Adjustment
John E. & Lauretta Wilson, Hearing
R. C. Gould Associates, Hearing
Registration & Election
Sale of checklists
Helen B. Johnson, overpayment
Veronica A. Post, overpayment
Arlene Bassett, overpayment
Sale of Town Property
Diana L. Patuto, Lot #315 H.L.E.
Lucas Pond Leases
Trust Fund Income
Chesley Memorial Library Fund
Arthur & Alice Caswell Fund
James Bryant Fund
Freemont Swain Fund
Alfred Parsons Book Fund
Eugene Grant, Library Memorial Fund
Irene Grant, Book Fund
Christina Morse Fund
Northwood Bicentennial Fund




































Carrie L. Bartlett, Perpetual Care
Lot #81, East Northwood $ 300.00
Lewis Tuttle, Perpetual Care
Lot #106, Pine Grove 200.00
Herbert A. & Helen A. Sherman,
Perpetual Care, Lot #16, Fairview 200.00
Hazel L. Drown, Perpetual Care
Ladd Harvey Lot, Fairview 200.00
Marhlon Johnson, Perpetual Care
1/2 Lot #160, Northwood Ridge 100.00
Ida R. Steward, Perpetual Care
Hicks & Steward Lot, Northwood Ridge 300.00
George Pease, Perpetual Care
1/2 Lot #125 S.E., Pine Grove 120.00
Henry J. & Edith E. Shaw
Perpetual Care, Lot #67, Pine Grove 200.00
Donald E. & Veronica A. Post
Perpetual Care, Lot #61, Pine Grove 200.00
Warren E. & Alice M. Bryant
Perpetual Care, 1/2 Lot #127 E.
,
Pine Grove 120.00
Ernest L. Pinkham, Perpetual Care
1/2 Lot #125 W. , Pine Grove 120.00
Philip A. Reidy, Jr. , Perpetual Care
Lot #8, Phinias Swain, East Northwood 300.00
Lot #28, Swain, East Northwood
M. Catherine Whitney, Perpetual Care
1/2 Lot #182, Northwood Ridge 100.00
Lillian S. Thompson, Add'l Perpetual Care
Lot #6 8, Northwood Ridge
Pine Grove Cemetery Trust
George Pease, 1/2 Lot #125 S.E.
Henry J. & Edith E. Shaw, Lot #6 7
Donald E. & Veronica A. Post, Lot #61
Warren E. & Alice M. Bryant
1/2 Lot #127 E.




Concord National Bank $100,000.00
Interest on Deposits
Concord National Bank $ 336.44
S.P.E.D.Y. $ 8,965.84
CETA $ 3,255.84











Northwood C.A.P. bank balance $ 14.53
1977 Stop Payments, #8733, 9086, 9469 10.53
62
25.06




























Auto Permits, Dog Licenses
and Resident Taxes
Arlene W. Johnson, Auto Permits
Arlene W. Johnson, Dog Licenses






Charles B. Johnson, mileage and expenses $
Keith W. Lidback, mileage and expenses
Robert A. Low, mileage, postage, expenses
Arlene W. Johnson, expenses
Helen A. Sherman, stamps, mileage, exp.
Marion J. Knox, salary
Marion J. Knox, mileage and postage
Veronica A. Post, salary
Veronica A. Post, mileage
Barbara Belmonte, salary
Auburn District Court, small claims
Radio Service Laboratory of Barnstead, P. A.
Abos Marine Publications, boat books
Strafford Regional Planning Com. , dues
N.H. Tax Collector's Assoc, dues
N.H. City & Town Clerk's Assoc, dues
N.H. Assoc, of Assessing Officials, dues
N.H. Local Welfare Administrators Assoc.
N.H. Municipal Association, dues & fees
Reg. of Probate, Merrimack County, notice
The Suncook Valley Sun, public notices
Branham Publishing Co., auto ref. books
State of N.H., cert, legalizing Town Mtg.






























Addressograph-Multigraph Corp. , repairs $ 151.03
Edith E. Holland, Register, deeds 190.65
Erown & Saltmarsh, Inc., supplies 566.58
George Walsh, repairs 77.95
Lustre-Cal Nameplate Corp., ident. labels 118.11
Adams Lock & Safe Co., keys 4.20
David R. Noyes, Bennett Road survey 471.63
Marcia Severance, copy work 124.20
Homestead Press & Bookshop, bills, etc. 291.18
Equity Publishing Corp., volumes & sup. 163.00
Postmaster, Town of Northwood, postage 1,26 7.8 8
Exeter News-Letter Co., town reports 1,320.25
Dr. Alfred D. Mihachik, SPEDY medication 22.00
Treasurer, State of N.H., reports, fees 172.70
Roland B. Thomas, cards and envelopes 46.70
Multigraphics Division, plates 87.61
The Linnell Press, letterheads, etc. 57.50
3M Business Products, paper 459.35
Treasurer, State of N.H., appraisal manual 21.60
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags 69.23
True W. Chesley, tax map pages 18.00
Foster's Daily Democrat, public notice 9.00
The Withey Press, tax forms 3.75
I.B.M. Corp., element, service agreement 56.70
Detail No. 4
Election and Registration
Exeter News-Letter Co., ballots $ 69.25
True W. Chesley, ballot clerk 16.50
Doris Piper, ballot clerk 84.00
Gloria Yeaton, ballot clerk 30.00
Marguerite Strout, ballot clerk 54.00
Eric Swanfeldt, ballot clerk and counter 111.00
Philip English, ballot clerk and counter 52.50
Myles Kelly, ballot clerk 42.00
Margaret English, ballot counter 30.00
Eleanor Pinkham, ballot counter 30.00
Jean Lane, ballot counter 30.00
Walter Fiander, ballot counter 24.75
Jean G. Johnson, ballot counter 9.00
Robert Johnson, Moderator 153.00
Helen B. Johnson, supervisor and postage 149.90
Arlene Bassett, supervisor 121.50
Veronica A. Post, supervisor 180.00
Phyllis Reese, supervisor 78.00
Mildred Crandall, ballot counter 9.00





Judge John A. Korbey, travel expenses $ 250.00
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Detail No. 6
Town Hall and Other Buildings
Northwood Oil Company, fuel oil & repairs $ 1,101.62
Northwood Garage, safe handle repairs 10.00
Northwood Rescue Squad, return of rental 20.00
Randy White, labor 5.00
J. Perry Richardson, labor 34.80
Manchester Ladder 161.25
New England Telephone 1,515.24
Murray D. Tasker, equipment moving 83.20
Lester's Foodland, cleaning supplies 53.25
Public Service Co. 974.60
Stephen Bedard, janitorial services 1,320.00
Joseph Braley, labor 16.50
William McGowen, painting, moving equip. 70.00
Northwood Building Supply, asbestos 16.00
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 41.47
Jane Boolba, grounds care 318.50
N.H. Water Sup. & Pol. Control Com. test fee 10.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., air defectors 3. 76
Detail No. 7
Police Department
Ross E. Allen, salary $ 207.00
John R. Tasker, salary
John R. Tasker, mileage
Herbert Rich, Jr. , salary





W. Edward Bryant, salary
Sharon Bryant, salary
John E. Schlang, salary
Judith Tasker, salary
Lester's Foodland, dog food
Herbert Rich, Jr. , dog food, muffler
The Key Hole Sport Shop, uniforms
N.H. Soc.Prev. of Cruelty to Animals, laws
Northwood Oil Company, gasoline
B-B Chain Co. , chains
New England Telephone
Ben's Uniforms, Inc., uniforms
Ridge Store, oil, batteries, supplies
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies
Treasurer, State of N.H., shelter license
State of N. H. , radio repairs
Wright Communications, Inc. , repairs
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., supplies
The Linnell Press, letterheads, etcl
Postmaster, Town of Northwood, envelopes
































Robbins Auto Parts, Inc., return of money $ 45.00
Stephen Bedard, court set-up 20.00
The Powder Horn, belt and ammunition 38.85




Sherman's Garage, repairs, batteries $
Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact, dues
Strafford County Cons. Dist., dry hydrant
New England Telephone
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies, gas
Huckins Oil Co. , Inc. , fuel oil
Public Service Co.
Ridge Store, gasoline and supplies
Carl Knirsch, radio repairs
Northwood Building Supply, supplies
Ben DeButts, repair work
Conway Associates, equipment
2 Way Com. Service Inc., antenna parts
James Ring, pump repairs
Northwood Garage, repairs, battery, insp.
Lindquist Machine & Welding Corp. , repairs
Baily & Company, oil and filter
Murray D. Tasker, crushed gravel
Peerless Insurance Co.
R. L. Whitcomb Inc., Storz end cap
Leon Seward, supplies
John E. Allen, labor
Middlesex Fire Equipment Co., folding tank
Seacoast Fire Equipment Co. , Extinguishers
Laconia Fire Equipment Co. , valve
General Electric Co., bal. of communications
N.H. Welding Supply Corp., supplies, etc.
Northwood Fire Dept. , forest fires
Town of Epsom, reimb. for forest fires
Paul E. Colby, training & forest fires
Donald Bassett, training & forest fires
Earl Strout, training & forest fires
Kevin Looney, training & forest fires
Robert Priolo, forest fires
Alan Clark, training & forest fires
Leon Seward, training & forest fires
Robert Burkland, forest fires
Carroll Bassett, forest fire
Robert LaRoche , forest fires
Gerard Ryan, forest fires
Thomas Reece, forest fires
Karl Poison, forest fires
Revillo Strout, forest fires
Daniel Tasker, forest fires
Wayne Chadbourn, forest fires
Blake Watson, forest fires
Paul W. Colby, forest fires
Richard Drown, forest fires





















































Michael Barnett, forest fires $ 24.51
John Sauls, Sr., forest fire 4.63
John Sauls, Jr., forest fire 4.63
Robert Lindguist, forest fires 34.32
Robert Wiley, forest fires 39.22
Charles Bailey, forest fire 24.51
William Calef, forest fires 31.06
Harry Ring, forest fires 32.69
Nathan Coffin, forest fire 24.51
Richard Demers, forest fires 27.71
Kerry Guptill, forest fire 4.63
David Behm, forest fire 7.72
Robert L. Burkland, Jr., forest fire 12.36
Gary Colby, forest fire 12.36
Raymond Lewis, forest fire 12.36
Spiros Zousoumas, forest fire 12.36
Sanel Auto Parts, supplies 441. 59
Detail No. 9
Northwood Rescue Sguad
New England Telephone $ 387.23
Ridge Store, gasoline 132.45
Northwood Garage, repairs, insp. 36.75
Lindquist Machine & Welding Corp., supplies 155.64
Northwood Rescue Squad, reimb. for payments 375.42
Wright Communications, Inc. receiver bal,etc. 183.00





Charles W. Varney & Co., Inc. $ 13,512.30
Detail No. 11
Rural District Health Council
Rural District Health Council, Inc. $ 2,785.50
Detail No. 12
Concord Hospital
Concord Hospital $ 541.00
Detail No. 13
Ambulance Service
Center Barnstead Fire Department $ 3,714.00
Detail No. 14
Vital Statistics




Postmaster, Town of Northwood, postage $ 137.50
Edith E. Holland, deeds 8.40
The Suncook Valley Sun, public notice 8.00
Monitor Publishing Company, public notices 28.89
Marion J. Knox, salary 73.50
Judith Gammon, salary 511.70
Veronica A. Post, salary 12.00
Strafford Regional Planning Com., notevook 3.00
Wheeler & Clark, stamp 8.69
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., supplies 24.08
Karen M. Devine, supplies, conference fee 36.9 3
Exeter News-Letter Co., questionnaires 53.00
The Linnell Press, letterheads 16 . 50
Detail No. 16
Conservation Commission
Charles S. Frary, Jr., rods & flagging $ 12.00
Northeast Supply Corp. stereoscope 21.32
The Linnell Press, letterheads & env. 24.00
Central N.H. Reg. Plan. Com. photos, etc. 128.40
N.H. Assoc, of Cons. Commissions, dues 40.00
Nancy Villamil, salary 40.00
Nancy Villamil, supplies 18.09
Detail No. 17
Damages & Legal Expenses
Shute, Engel & Frasier, legal services $ 1,269.68






State of New Hampshire $ 2,995.20
Detail No. 19
Town Dump
Revillo Strout, wages $ 2,850.00
Randy White, labor 10.00
Union Leader Corp., loader notice 22.26
The Suncook Valley Sun, loader notice 8.00
New England Telephone 199.20
J. P. Chemical Co., Inc., extermination 225.00
Murray D. Tasker, equipment & gravel 4,950.30
Public Service Co. 134.41
J. Perry Richardson, wages 121.80





Murray D. Tasker, equipment, gravel $ 1,980.40
Northwood Garage, gas for compressor 4.85
Lindquist Machine & Weld. Corp., compressor 100.00
Detail No. 21
Summer Maintenance
J. Perry Richardson, wages $ 1,864.70
George W. Carr, mowing of brush 267.30
Albert S. Wheeler, blasting of ledge 158.75
Allied Chemical Corp. hot top 8,198.44
Cutter Enterprises, truck, sand 211.25
Joseph Braley, wages 400.50
Murray D. Tasker, equipment and gravel 15,002.70
Mid Country Chemical Corp., weed killer 125.77
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc., tar 6,934.25
Bartlett Tree Experts, spraying 175.00
Michael Anthony Construction, truck, gravel 610.00
David Noyes, surveying 786.53
The John Iafollo Co., Inc., patch 166.70
Lindquist Machine & Welding, compressor 180.00
Stephen Merrill, labor 18.00
Philip Dail, sand 267.20
Jerry Belmonte, wages 135. 00
Detail No. 22
Winter Maintenance
Randy White, labor $ 12.50
Joseph Braley, labor 42.00
J. Perry Richardson, wages 799.50
J. Perry Richardson, plowing 892.00
Jerry Belmonte, labor 24.00
E. W. Sleeper Co., sand & salt spreader 6,000.00
Granite State Minerals, salt 1,759.97
Manchester Sand, Gravel, sand 102.81
Bailey & Company, equipment 90.00
Double "A" Construction, plowing 1,010.10
James Nichols, plowing 224.00
Charles Pease, plowing 656.00
Walter Pinkham, plowing 4 72.00
Robert Grant, plowing 4,178.90
Raymond Colpritt, equipment 20.00
Thoroughbred Chem. Corp., ice & snow melt 297.60
Michael Anthony Const., plowing, sanding 7,653.50
Paul M. Smith, plowing 329.00
J. W. O'Connor, trucking of sand 375.00
Murray D. Tasker, plowing & sanding 5,905.00
Steven Merrill, labor 6.00
Lance Benson, labor 6.00
Philip Dail, plowing, sanding 226.00
Cutter Enterprises, sanding 80.00





Michael Anthony Const., sanding
Lorenzo Witham, plowing
Wilbur Blossom, plowing
Murray D. Tasker, plowing
Double "A" Construction, plowing
Detail No. 23
Hill's Corner
Murray D. Tasker, equipment
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, Inc, gloves
Pittsfield Sewer Service, chipper


















Treasurer, State of New Hampshire
Detail No. 25
General Expenses Highway Dept.
Dean Wilber's, Inc., saw repairs $ 18.75
N. H. Public Works Assoc, dues 10.00
The Suncook Valley Sun, public notice 8.00
Public Service Co. 44.58
J. Perry Richardson, truck and expenses 387.85
Northwood Garage, repairs & inspection 171.65
Foster's Daily Democrat, public notice 12.00
Armco Inc., culvert & bands 1,942.60
Monitor Publishing Co., public notice 7.88
International Harvester, cable 6.94
Treasurer, State of N. H. , posts 80.00
Lindquist Machine & Welding, repairs 70.27
Northwood Oil Company, gasoline 417.70
Tracy Tasker, replacement of pants 15.99
R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc., culvert 269.70
The Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, posts 57.30
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 41.35
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., road speed signs 286.20
Harding Metals, Inc., sign posts 22.50












Huckins Oil Co., Inc., fuel oil
Public Service Co.
American Antiques & Crafts Society
National Wildlife Federation
National Geographic Society
World Book Encyclopedia, Inc.




C. W. Temple, labor
James A. Currier, labor
N.H. Library Trustees Assoc, dues
Delong Subscription Agency, Inc.
Apple Tree Book Shop
Doubleday & Company, Inc.
Yankee, Inc.
Arts & Activities Magazine





















































Northwood Oil Co. , plumbing
The Suncook Valley Sun, sand bid notice
Northwood Little League, exp. for equip.








Northwood Building Supply, supplies
Double "A" Construction, sand
Jane Boolba, labor
John G. Bruten, beach duty
Paul Smith, beach duty
Leon Jock, Jr. , beach duty
Bruce W. Young, beach duty
Bill Plausky, beach duty
Mary Frambach, swimming lessons
Linda Gayer, swimming lessons
Sonia Noyes, swimming lessons
Harriet Werner, swimming lessons
Richard Frambach, labor
Murray D. Tasker, tank pumping



















J. Perry Richardson, wages
L. Sherman Elliott, Jr. , season care
Laurence S. Elliott, Sr. , season care
Murray D. Tasker, equipment and gravel
Joseph Braley, labor
Jerry Belmonte, labor
The Suncook Valley Sun, loam bid
Bailey & Company, equipment, loam, gravel
Veronica A. Post, secretarial work
Tom-Ray Office Supply, Inc., supplies
N. H. Bituminous Co. , Inc. , tar
The John Iafolla Co. , Inc. , patch

















Helen A. Sherman, Tax Collector





Pittsfield Box & Lumber
Larry Fair, Timber Tax deposit refund











Taxes Bought By Town
Helen A. Sherman, Tax Collector
Subsequent Payment, Registry Fees






Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
James F. & Alice G. Coughlin, Prop. Tax
Public Service Co. of N. H. , Prop. Tax
Arthur Metcalf Morse, Jr., Prop. Tax
Angelina Lazzelle, Prop. Tax
John Newman, Prop. Tax
Joseph Bolduc, Jr., Timber Tax
Howard & Pearl Dewey, Elderly Exemption
Lake Shore Farm, Inc. , Prop. Tax















Murray D. Tasker, test pits
M.M. Solid Waste Equipment Co., Inc.
Engineering balance
Waste Transfer Station 10% deposit
Site Preparation
Concrete Walls and Footings









Constance R. Linnell, Treasurer
Detail No. 39
Family Center and Children's Village
















Treasurer, State of N. H. , 2% Bond Retirement Tax
Detail No. 4 3
County Tax





Carrie Bartlett (Henry P. Locke and
Arthur H. Cooper Trust Fund)
Lot #81, East Northwood $
Lewis Tuttle
Lot #106, Pine Grove
Helen A. & Herbert A. Sherman
Lot #16, Fairview
Hazel L. Drown
Ladd Harvey Lot, Fairview
Marholn Johnson
1/2 Lot #160, Northwood Ridge
George Pease
1/2 Lot #125 S.E., Pine Grove
Ida R. Steward
Hicks & Stewart Lot, Northwood Ridge
Henry J. & Edith E. Shaw
Lot #67, Pine Grove
Ernest L. Pinkham
1/2 Lot #125 W. , Pine Grove
Warren E. & Alice M. Bryant
1/2 Lot #127 E., Pine Grove
Donald E. & Veronica A. Post
Lot #61, Pine Grove
Philip A. Reidy, Jr.
Lot #8, Phinias Swain, East Northwood
Lot #28, Swain, East Northwood
M. Catherine Whitney















Highway Safety Equipment Fund, Capital Reserve




Pine Grove Cemetery Trust
George Pease, 1/2 Lot #125 S.F. $ 85.00
Henry J. & Edith E. Shaw, Lot #67 150.00
Ernest L. Pinkham, 1/2 Lot #125 W. 85.00
Warren E. & Alice M. Bryant, 1/2 Lot #127 E. 85.00
Donald E. & Veronica A. Post, Lot #61 150.00
555.00
Detail No. 46
Chesley Memorial Book Fund
Eastern Book Co.
Thomas Bouregy & Co.









Clinton D. Carlisle Fund
Eastern Book Company
Apple Tree Book Shop
Thomas Bouregy & Co., Inc.
Detail No. 48
Eugene Grant Fond
New Hampshire State Library









Irene Grant Book Fund
Thomas Bouregy & Co., Inc.
MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc.
The N. H. Publishing Co.







Alfred Parsons Book Fund
Weegar-Pride Book Co.
Eastern Book Company







A. & A. Caswell Fund
Detail No. 52
James Bryant Fund
Gladys Gardner, bulletin board
Gladys Gardner, door closer







1973 Northwood Bicentennial Fund
H. A. Holt & Sons, flags $ 58.24
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire, files 120.00








William R. Calef, crystals !
Marr Radio Corp. , sonar & antenna









Allan G. Holmes, electrical work $ 99.00
First Lumber & Supply, Inc., lumber 186.00
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 71.19
Paul W. Colby, painting 875.00
David Behm, chimney repairs 100.00
Arctic Insulation Co., Inc. 690.00
Northwood Building Supply 25.25
Crown Point Builders, labor 512.00
Charles Davis Construction, windows 578.50
Charles DiPrizio & Sons, Inc., materials 468.00
Northwood Fire Department, various sup. 181.00
Blake's Plumbing Service 125.00




Wright Communications, Inc., receivers
Town Hall
David R. Whitcher, building improvements$ 3,927.18
David R. Whitcher, emergency lighting 700.00
Steven P. Pearson, bookcase 200.00
Business Equipment Co., calculators , files 1,500.00
I.B.M. Corp., typewriter 702.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., typewriter table 98.00






Karen M. Devine , salary
Karen M. Devine, travel expenses
Karen M. Devine, typewriter rental







































J. Perry Richardson, wages 980.20
Detail No. 58
Northwood School District
Balance of 1977-78 Appropriation





ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF NORTHWOOD, N. H.
DECEMBER 31, 1978
Cemetery Funds
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank,
Concord, New Hampshire
Savings Certificate No. 75001801
Bank Book Savings Accounts
OTHER FUNDS
Deposited in Suncook Bank, Suncook, N. H.
Capital Reserve Fund (Jenness Pond Beach)
Arthur & Alice Caswell Fund (Chesley Memorial Library!
Florence L. Miner Fund (Water System, E. Northwood
Cemetery, Maintenance
Alfred L. Parsons Memorial (Book Fund)
Income Reserve Account No. 2474 5
Income Reserve Savings Certificate
Account No. 55-1266-0
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N.H.
Eugene Grant Memorial Library Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-001801
George Woodman Memorial Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-001801
Irene Grant, Book Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-001801
Capital Reserve Fund, Town of Northwood
(Highway Equipment)
Savings Certificate No. 60-107177
Accrued Interest in Account No. 175669
Trust Fund from sale of lots in Pine Grove Cemetery
Clinton D. Carlisle Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-000-767
Savings Certificate No. 70-306-130
Savings Account No. 207947
Pine Grove Cemetery Endowment Fund
(Perpetual Care of Lots, includes interest)
Chesley Memorial Library, Maintenance and
Improvement Fund
Henry Lovejoy Trust Fund
Deposited in Amoskeag Savings Bank, Manchester, N. H.
Electra Cotton Fund
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N.H.
Town of Northwood (Highway Safety Equipment)
Savings Certificate No. 60-205932)
Deposited in Concord Savings Bank, Concord, N. H.
School District of Northwood (New School Construction
Fund)
Certificate of Savings No. 5187 (1977)
Northwood Bicentennial Fund

























* Includes Funds Established in 1978
ADDITIONAL TRUST FUNDS ESTABLISHED IN 1978
Concord Savings Bank, Concord, N. H.
School District of Northwood (New Construction Fund)
Savings Certificate No. 5883
New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H.
Trust Fund from sale of lots in Pine Grove Cemetery
Town of Northwood Capital Reserve
(Highway Safety Equipment) Account No. 221579
Town of Northwood, Pine Grove Cemetery Endowment





New Funds Established in 1978 for Perpetual Care of
Cemetery Lots (various cemeteries)
Ladd Harvey Lot (by Hazel L. Drown)
Marhlon Johnson, 1/2 Lot 160
Henry & Edith Shaw, Lot 67
Lewis Tuttle, Lot 106
Herbert & Helen Sherman, Lot 16
A. H. Cooper & Henry Locke
Lot 81 (by Carrie Bartlett)
Swain Lot, No. 28
(by Mr. & Mrs. Philip Reidy, Jr.)
Phineas Swain, Lot 8
(by Mr. & Mrs. Philip Reidy, Jr.)
Hutchins Lot, 1/2 Lot 182
(by M. Catherine Whitney)
Ernest L. Pinkham, 1/2 Lot 125
Warren & Alice Bryant, 1/2 Lot 127E
Donald & Veronica Post, Lot 61
George Pease, 1/2 Lot 125 S.E.






































Putnam Income Fund (Fernald Fund)






















CAPITAL GAINS FOR 19 7 8
National Securities (Stock Fund)
Puritan Fund (Miner)
Puritan Fund (Town)





Capital Gains For 1978 (Cash)
National Securities (Stock Fund) 5.76 *
*Included in Account No. 14172 below




A complete listing of individual funds invested in common trusts,
Accounts A & B can be found in the 19 72 Northwood Town Report.
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
RECEIPTS
Balance in Suncook Bank, January 1, 1978
Checking Account #01-242-7 $ 2,544.27
Common Trust Investment Income 5,271.16
Concord Savings Bank 411.06
New Hampshire Savings Bank 2,068.76
Suncook Savings Bank 50.05
Town of Northwood, Additional Trust Funds for 1978 9,815.00
Florence Miner, Well Fund 190.64
From Capital Reserve Fund Account No. 24745 700 . 00
$21,050.94
EXPENDITURES
Safe Deposit Box Rental $ 6.00
Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Miner Well)
Donald E. Post, Care & Maintenance of Miner Well
William J. McGowen, Repairs to pump in Miner Well
Wilson Electric, Repair to electrical line, Miner Well
Fernald Church Fund, Sunday School Attendance Fund
L. Sherman Elliott, Jr., Care of East Northwood,
Northwood Ridge, Fairview, Old Northwood Narrows,
Canterbury, Harvey Lake and various small cemeteries
L. Sherman Elliott, Jr. , For repair, resetting and
straightening stones as a result of damage done by
vandals at Old Canterbury Cemetery
Lawrence S. Elliott, Care and maintenance of Pine
Grove Cemetery 300.00
Donald E. Post, Care of Hoitt Cemetery, Woodman
Memorial Site, Flowers and supplies 85.00
Chesley Memorial Library Fund 455.00
Arthur & Alice Caswell Fund (Chesley Memorial Library) 28.33
James A. Bryant Fund 136.50
Freemont Swain Fund 104.86
Alfred Parsons, Book Fund 21.72
Irene Grant, Book Fund 79.6 7









Christina Morse Fund $ 18.20
Northwood Bicentennial Fund 411.06
Clinton D. Carlisle Fund 134.66
Pine Grove Endowment Fund (Perpetual Care of Lots) 544.26
Capital Reserve Fund (Highway Safety Equipment)
Town of Northwood 1,500.00
Sale of Lots in Pine Grove Cemetery 555.00
Cemetery Trust Funds (For Perpetual Care of Lots in
All Cemeteries for 1978) 2,460.00
School District of Northwood (for New Construction Fund) 5,000.00
Paid into Capital Reserve Fund (Account No. 24745) 3,000.00
Balance on hand, January 15, 1979 in
Suncook Bank Checking Account #01-242-7 1,752.20
Total Expenditures $21,050.94
Respectfully submitted,
George V. Linscott, Chairman
Trustees of Trust Funds
Town of Northwood, New Hampshire
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REPORT OF TOWN AUDIT
This is to certify that we have examined the records of
the Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Selectmen and Trustee of Trust
Funds, Revenue Sharing Funds and Treasurer and found them






REPORT OF THE NORTHWOOD HIGHWAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The following is a summary of the work that was accomplished
on Town roads in 1978.
1. Graded and raked all gravel roads.
2. Graveled approximately 1-1/2 miles of Town roads.
3. Shimmed and surfaced treated about 5 miles of Town roads.
4. Brush was cut on about 10 miles of road.
5. Rebuilt Ridge Road from G. Caverly's to Chadwick's and
surfaced treated it.
6. Improved drainage and installed culverts on Range Road,
Ridge Road and Pleasant Pond Road.
7. Removed rocks and bumps on Lower Bow Street and resur-
faced complete road.
8. Rebuilt section of Upper Deerfield Road between Old
Mountain Road and Grondin's residence.
9. Shimmed and patched Upper Bow Street from Route 4 to
J. Lovely's.
10. Shimmed and patched Lucas Pond Road and installed guard
rail
.
11. Widened sections of Lower Deerfield Road and installed
guard rail.
The Committee recommends that the following road improvements
be scheduled for 1979.
1. Rebuild Harmony Road from Route 4 to Allard's driveway.
2. Rebuild road from Wallman's corner to Helen DeWitt's
house.
3. Make major repairs on Green Street by widening, improve
drainage and replace culverts.
4. Make major repairs on Cross Street starting at Murray
Small's and ending at Poling residence. This would in-
clude shimming and surface treating.
5. Surface treat lower end of Upper Bow Street, Lower Bow
Street and new section of Ridge Road.
6. Rebuild Ridge Road from Route 4 to G. Caverly's.
7. Make improvements on West Street.
8. Complete new construction at Hill's Corner.
The Committee recommends that the Town vote to close all
Class 6 Town roads subject to Gates and Bars.
Priority should be given to surface treating existing Class 5
Town roads and bring them up to State Standards before other roads
in Town are accepted.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Bailey, Chairman






The Northwood Highway Advisory Committee met at the
Northwood Town Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Members present: Members absent:
Robert Bailey Robert Grant
Andrew J. Lane Murray Tasker
J. Perry Richardson
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Robert Bailey.
Minutes of November 20, 1978 were read and accepted.
Two petitions were received from the Board of Selectmen.
The first is in reference to proposed improvement of 1000 ft.
of Upper Deerfield Road with reclassification from Class 6 to
Class 5. The second petition proposes the acceptance of 750 ft
of gravel road in Warren E. Bryant, Sr. subdivision on the
Westerly side of Cross Street. The Committee recommends that
no action be taken until the Town Master Plan is finalized.
The next meeting will be held Monday, December 11, 1978
at 7:30 p.m. at the Town Hall.






We are pleased that movies are being shown to the children.
Remember that the libraries are for YOU. Please use them. The
hours for the James Bryant Memorial Library at the Narrows are
Friday, 1-5 p.m. The Chesley Memorial Library at East North-
wood has hours on Wednesday, 1 - 4:30 and 6:00 - 9:00 p.m. and
on Saturday, 1 - 5:30 p.m.
The Trustees and Librarian have attended several meetings
and conferences pertaining to the library.
We wish to thank the following people who have given to the
libraries
:
Clyde Guptill, Velna Carll, Mr. & Mrs. Roland Thomas,
Miriam Towle, D. A. R. Society, Doris Bennett, Cynthia
Fernald, Mark Seaver, Mr. and Mrs. John Viens, Marilyn
Reed, Mt. Laurel Grange, Postmaster Seaver, Mr. & Mrs.
J. A. White, Dr. and Mrs. Mihachik, Gladys Gardner,
Tammy and Melissa Reed, Kelby & Sarah Longueil, Mrs.
Lillian Poling, Mrs. Charles Johnson, Charles Gardner,
The Sims Family, Amy Stanley, Brenda Johnson, True
Chesley, Margery Bassett, Michelle & Renee Small, Muriel
Moore.
Our thanks to all others who have donated anonymously






1978 CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
The Commission secured oblique stereo aerial photos of
the Town and a stereoscope that can be used to determine topo-
graphic features of the land in Northwood, particularly useful
in outlining wetland areas.
Members also continued to produce maps needed for develop-
ing the Town Plan and obtained the aid of a Senior at U.N.H. in
environmental studies for this project, working through the
Strafford Regional Planning Commission.
The Commission sponsored an Arbor Day Program which in-
cluded setting out a tree on the Town Parade, and a poster con-
test in the 5th and 6th grades of the local school, and a picture
contest in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th grades. In addition, Stanley
Knowles, County Extension Forester, provided a slide presentation
of trees.
A number of Dredge and Fill investigations were completed.
A questionnaire concerning open space was filed with the Strafford
Regional Planning Commission, as well as one with the Urban For-
estry Center, a DRED affiliate, Division of Forest and Lands,
concerning what we are doing and what the Town wants to do with
shade trees on Town land.
The Commission provided a clearing house for the investiga-
tion of the algal problem in Northwood Lake and a report was pre-
pared and placed on file. We have requested a survey of all
Northwood lakes and have learned that the N. H. Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission has received Federal government
funding, Section 314 funds, to make such a survey.
The Commission has made a preliminary study of the Giles
and Deslaurier lots and will mark the corners and lines after
which the Division of Forest and Lands of DRED will provide
management recommendations for the Town.
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ANNUAL REPORT - 19 7 8
RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL, INC.
During the past year the Rural District Health Council
has seen an increase in services provided by the Council. As
the Federal Government studies the cost of health care, there
is increased interest in home care and preventive medicine, as
methods of reducing costs and improving health services. The
Rural District Health Council continues to qualify as a certified
home health agency, implementing procedures to continue to pro-
vide quality care.
The agency supported the Referral Coordinator at Frisbie
Memorial Hospital for four years; with the increase in service
and cost of the program, the agency looked to other sources for
financial help. In February of 1978 the hospital agreed to re-
imburse the agency for this program. Mrs. Marie Dexter, R.N.
continues to fill this position.
The agency's priority is the care of the sick services,
provided in the home.
The staff conducts Adult Health Screening clinics on Wed-
nesday. The first and third Wednesdays it is held in Farmington.
The second in Northwood, the fourth in Milton. For a better
provision of services the program has changed its schedule and
is providing the service twice a month in Farmington. This
program cares for a great number of patients. There have been
595 patients seen, with 174 new patients enrolled with 52 direct
referrals made.
The staff also participates in the after care program in
cooperation with the Strafford Guidance Center and Seacoast
Counseling Center.
The council continues Home Health Aide Services through the
contract with the Strafford County Home Maker, Home Health Aide
Association, and the Portsmouth Area Home Maker Home Health Aide
Association covering Rockingham County Towns. The agency also
employes two Home Health Aides, Gail LaRosa and Renee Wormell.
This enables the council to better utilize the professional staff
while continuing to provide quality care.
The Child Health Program has once again seen an increase
in service. Miss Arlene Thorne , R.N., coordinator of the pro-
gram remains on the State Child Health Conference Committee.
Because of the added case load it was necessary to have addi-
tional help. In August of 1978, Mrs. Paula Davis, R.N. was
employed to work within this program and also to act as coord-
inator of the Elderly Health Screening Program.
The Child Health Program offers physical examinations,
immunizations, teaching and counseling for ages 0-6 years with
an enrollment of 842 children. It also provides a Dental pro-
gram which includes cleaning and flouride treatment twice a year
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with referrals to local dentists for follow-up care when needed.
This program provides service to 513 children 3-6 years with 163
referrals to local dentists. Home visits are provided when nec-
essary to assure continuity of care. This is funded in part by the
U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, N. H. Division
of Public Health, Bureau of Maternal and Child Health grant and the
Rural District Health Council.
This year the agency has opened its clinics to school children
to make it possible for the schools to raise the level of immunity
within the school age child.
The agency is providing the medical component to the Supple-
mental Food and Nutrition Education Program for Women, Infants,
and Children, (WIC) in conjunction with the Strafford County Pre-
natal Family Planning Program, Inc. The program provided service
to 225 children from ages 0-5 years. The food includes formula,
dairy products, fruit juices and cereals.
Transportation being a factor in the areas covered by the
agency, the council offers space to the Strafford County Prenatal
and Family Planning Clinic to hold a satellite program for family
planning once a month.
The agency's dedicated staff is Mary Timmons, R.N. , Super-
visor, Arlene Thorne , R.N. , Paula Davis, R.N. , Marie Dexter, R.N.
,
Barbara Drew, R.N. , Myrtle Walsh, R.N., JoAnn Pearson, R.N. , BSN,
Betty Coons, R.N. , Alice Ziegra, R.N. , BSN, Gail LaRosa, Renee
Wormell, Carl Scholl, RPT, Eleanor Eaton and Junellen Chase.
With the increased cost of the home visit the council feels
it is more realistic to increase the charge per visit for the care
of the sick. The agency continues to feel that patients who are
not covered by insurance are not expected to pay the full charge.
The council provides service to any one regardless of ability to
pay. This allows the per capita request to remain at $1.50, from
each town.
During the past year the council has made 340 skilled nurs-
ing visits, 119 Home Health Aide visits, 154 Physical Therapy
visits, 108 Child Health Visits, and 113 children have attended
the Child Health Clinic.
Anyone interested in additional information is urged to con-
tact the Rural District Health Council, Inc., P.O. Box 563, 6 So.
Main Street, Farmington, N. H. 03835. Telephone 755-2202 be-
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ADMINISTRATION COST $ 11,194.65
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LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
Since the approval of the agreement for the formation of the
Cooperative voted by the twelve cooperating towns at their annual
and special town meetings of 1978, the representatives formally
established their organization to promulgate the administration
and activities of the Cooperative as set forth in the approved
agreement. The Joint Board of Directors consisting of one repre-
sentative from each of the twelve communities selected a Chairman,
a Secretary-Treasurer, and a three member Operational Committee
to carry out the day-to-day work of the Cooperative. These officers,
with the full cooperation of all of the Directors, have been work-
ing diligently and effectively to implement the terms of the agree-
ment since its establishment on June 22, 1978 as a formal and legal
organization. The names of the Directors and Officers are listed
at the conclusion of this report.
The Cooperative, through its Operational Committee in July of
1978, initiated interviews with prospective private engineering
firms for the purpose of planning and designing the incinerator
to be constructed on the University campus. This resulted in the
selection and engagement of the firm of Camp Dresser & McKee, Inc.
of Boston, Massachusetts, from the eight firms considered, in
August of 1978. The engineering firm began their investigations
in early September and have conducted detailed studies of the site,
including subsurface explorations as well as evaluations of poss-
ible types of incinerator units to be purchased. The preliminary
design phase of the engineering study is now complete and a report
with recommendations, is being prepared concurrently with the de-
velopment of plans and specifications soliciting quotations for
the incinerator units. The receipt of bids for these critical
elements will be received in early March. At the same time, the
engineering firm is proceeding with the final design of the build-
ing and allied facilities with beginning of actual construction
planned for May of this year. Depending on the delivery time of
critical equipment, which will be determined by the quotations
submitted for the incinerator units, every effort will be made to
complete the plant construction and place it in operation in late
1979 or earl> 1980. The Board, through its officers and committees
and acting as a committee as a whole, has participated actively in
moving this program ahead in accordance with the schedule estab-
lished for itself at the time of its formal organization.
Concurrently with the carrying on of the Cooperative's activi-
ties, the Directors as a whole, again through its officers and com-
mittees, has been working actively with each community to assist
each of them in developing plans for the collection and transporta-
tion of its solid waste to Durham when the plant becomes operative.
At the same time, plans are being made to conduct the ongoing re-
quired handling of their waste being generated during the interim
period. The Cooperative also prepared a preliminary agreement with
the University which was submitted through the University of New
Hampshire President's Office to both the University's Physical Plant
Development Committee and that of the Board of Trustees, and finally
to the Board of Trustees, all of whom approved the agreement or
"Declaration of Intent" between the University and the Cooperative,
enabling the Cooperative to move ahead in the planning and design
of the project.
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The Cooperative has made every effort to explore funding
assistance through State and Federal agencies. These efforts
include correspondence and inquiries through our congressional
delegation as well as personal testimony in Washington before
appropriate government agencies and formal applications for all
presently known possible sources of funding. To date, no special
grants or funds have been obtained.
The Treasurer ha
towns for a total of
except for those nece
the Cooperative. Due
the town of Durham ha
thereby eliminating s
issue is needed. The
$2,420,000 to be made
this year.
s received approved funds from the cooperating
$159,778.22 and has invested them carefully
ssarily needed to meet the ongoing expenses of
to the funds made available by the communities,
s not been required to issue the primary bonds,
ubstantial interest costs until the total bond
town of Durham plans to raise the authorized
available to the Cooperative in February of
The Directors of the Cooperative wish to express their deep
appreciation for the assistance given its efforts by officers and
staff of the University System and the University of New Hampshire,
as well as the officers and staff of all of the cooperating towns.
Every effort will be made through continuing correspondence and
news releases to keep all of the residents of the twelve towns in-
formed on the progress in the development of their solid waste dis-



























(Appointed December 21, 1978)
Robert A. Low
Edmund F. Jensen, Jr.













Malcolm J. Chase, P.E.
Chairman
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NORTHWOOD PLANNING BOARD REPORT
In 1978, the Northwood Planning Board realized the need for
a Town Plan, and decided to involve the Townspeople in the pro-
cess, in order that the Plan accurately reflect the Community's
goals. A questionnaire was sent to all property owners. Over
33% of the questionnaires were returned and were reviewed and
analyzed by the Planning Committee.
Citizens expressed concern in the following areas: the fear
of the Town losing its rural character; limitations on industry
and commercial development; improvements in recreational facilities
and the purchase of additional land for recreational purposes;
preservation of land areas; control of growth rate; limitations
on subdivisions based upon acreage held by the subdivider and
services and building permits required; restrictions on the number
and locations of mobile homes; stronger police enforcement and a
stricter leash law.
Concern over Route 4 was reflected by observations that the
speed limit should be enforced and businesses should provide ample
and safe parking.
Additional comments demonstrating concern were: Northwood '
s
need for a police dispatcher, health officer and building in-
spector; that ordinances and amendments be mailed to all Towns-
people; that dry hydrants should be installed and that subdividers
should be required to provide a water supply and dry hydrant for
fire department use; that the dump hours be adjusted to fit the
needs of the working residents during the week.
Taking all of these comments into consideration, and keeping
them in mind, the Planning Committee recruited and coordinated a
little over 30 residents, representing a wide variety of back-
grounds, to participate in a Sounding Board and to assist the
Planning Board in the development of a Town Plan. The following
committes were then formed: Economic Base, Education, Fire Problems,
Hazardous Waste, Natural Resources, Population, Recreation, Roads
and Streets, Small Business, Zoning and Relevant State Laws.
These Committees devoted time and energy researching specific
planning topics, and at the same time, met on a monthly basis to
consider Northwood 1 s growth-related problems and to help prescribe
long-range goals as well as immediate solutions/recommendations.
The Planning Board and the Planning Committee have shared many
hours of discussion and deliberation in developing the draft of
the Town Plan. Their mutual concern has been to guide the Town's
development and utilization of its resources in order that growth
within the Town of Northwood occur in a reasonable, responsible
and conscientious manner.
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Amidst this time, the Planning Committee held two public hear-
ings on the present draft of the plan. At both of the hearings
this draft was discussed and reviewed. The Citizens were urged
further to comment and to make suggestions. Both the Planning
Committee and the Planning Board feel that these hearings were a
success. Citizens, young and old, showed their interest by
attending, and their concerns by speaking up. Their comments and
suggestions at the hearings and through the questionnaire have been
seriously taken into account.
On February 22, 1979, the Planning Board approved the edited
draft of the Town Plan, which is now being prepared for printing.
There are mineographed copies available for the public, courtesy
of the U.N.H. Extension Service, at the Town Hall.
On March 6, 1979, a public hearing will be held at the Town
Hall, at 7:30 P.M. on the proposed subdivision regulations. All
interested citizens are urged to attend.
An interesting figure, of which everyone should be aware, is
the Town of Northwood has issued 130 building permits from January
1978 to December 31, 1978. This is one of the reasons for a Town
Plan, and in the stages of implementation, a goal must be attained,
through recommendations and to provide for and still allow for
orderly growth. Another purpose if to make the community of North-
wood a better place to live than it would otherwise be if growth,
change, and land uses all take place without either a general plan
or coordinated guidance. The rationale: rather than have an
arbitrary future imposed on us by happenstance, we do have the
freedom of deciding what the future will be. We must identify and
be aware of the matters which in fact can be affected at the local
level and those beyond the control of local influence. We may not
be able to influence change, however, we can plan now to best react
to it.
The process: Examine and inventory assets, i.e., population,
economy, public facilities, natural resources, housing, and tech-
nical assistance available. To specify the goals and objectives.
Analyze alternatives and select courses of action, given the goals
to attain and the resources available.
There are a few things that must remain clear here. The Town
Plan is not law, it is a guide, a set of public policies developed
by the Citizens, for the Citizens. It is an overall study of the
Town. Now, the implementation to protect what the Town has, this
is where ordinances are adopted, and you, as Townspeople adopt them,
The Plan will change, to accommodate changing times, there will
be additions and it will be updated, all for the protection of the
Town and its citizens.














Ellen Morse, Candice and David Seavey
James Bennett and the Northwood School
Board
Robert LaRoche and all Fire Department
Officers
Charles Frary, Chairman
Clarence R. Ahlgren, Ross E. Allen,
Margaret Hopkins, Ronald Alie
Keith W. Lidback
Robert Bailey, Chairman
George Linscott, J. Perry Richardson
Joann Bailey, Jules Blier
Gareth Jones
Walter Fiander (antique report)
Volunteers are still needed
Volunteers are still needed
Being worked on
Gardner W. Mills, Chairman and Walter Crandall, Jr., Vice-
Chairman of Planning Board - their guidance and expertise are
appreciated.
Deborah Fadden: Administrative Assistant





NORTHWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The year 1978 was an extremely busy year for the Northwood
Fire Department with both the number of calls and the number of
major structural fires increasing. In 1978 the department re-
sponded to a total of 107 calls compared to 73 in 1977. An es-
timated 2800 manhours were donated to the Town by the firefighters
at fires. The department is entirely volunteer and numerous hours
are spent by the men training and maintaining equipment.
1978 Breakdown of Calls
Structural 11 Motor Vehicle Accidents 21
Mobile Home 1 Smoke Investigations 4
Brush 11 Dump 3
Chimney 5 Wires Down 5
Rescue 3 Medical Emergencies 4
Car Fires 2 Stove Fires 2
Mutual Aid 21 Rubbish 5
False 2 Needless 3
Miscellaneous 4
Besides the large number of calls, the department has done
work in several areas to provide better fire protection. Through
the efforts of the department insurance ratings have been increased
from 3 miles from a station to 5 miles from a station. Those who
live within 5 miles, but more than 3 miles from a fire station
should contact their insurance agent in regards to a savings in
their premium.
During the Spring, we converted our out-dated dispatching
system to a modern central dispatching system. This has pro-
vided much improvement in response times and allows the depart-
ment to have 3 pieces of apparatus responding within 4 minutes of
a call. The radio alerting of all firefighters allows them to be
"on duty" 24 hours a day.
The Department has also surveyed the entire Town and dis-
tributed phone stickers. The new emergency number for all emer-
gencies other than police is 1-225-3355. If you do not have a
phone sticker please contact one of the firefighters.
We have completed renovation work on the Ridge Station and
have installed insulation and storm windows on all stations. It
is hoped that this will result in a savings in energy costs. Much
of the work done to the Ridge Station was donated by the fire-
fighters. The Ridge Station is a building that the Town can be
proud of and interested citizens should stop to inspect the reno-
vations.
During 1978, the Department has continued its intensive train-
ing program and has sent more firefighters to Fire School than ever
before.
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The Department installed a dry hydrant in Cole's Pond in
the Gulch Mountain Acres - Pine Point Acres section of Town.
Arrangements have also been made with the U. S. Army Reserves to
improve eight water holes in Town during 1979. It should be noted
that without municipal water the only way that we can provide ade-
quate fire protection is by installing dry hydrants and improving
water sources.
I would like to thank the officers and firefighters of the
Department who have given so unselfishly of their time. I thank
the wives and families of the firefighters for their support and
understanding. I also thank the people of Northwood who have con-
tinually supported us both financially and morally.
Respectfully,
Donald E. Bassett, Chief
1978 Fire Department Officers
Chief Donald E. Bassett
Deputy Paul Colby Deputy Allan Clark
Capt. Robert LaRoche Capt. Charles Bailey Capt. William Calef
Lt. Daniel Tasker Lt. Karl Poison Lt. Richard Drown
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REPORT OF DISTRICT FOREST FIRE CHIEF
AND YOUR FOREST FIRE WARDEN
For more than 80 years, a cooperative effort between the
State of New Hampshire and local forest fire authorities has
created a forest fire prevention and suppression program that
is recognized as superior throughout the United States.
Since the first forest fire laws were written in 1895, the
state and local community governments have worked together to
prevent and combat forest fires.
Today, 249 forest fire wardens and more than 1,800 deputy
wardens are appointed every three years by the State Forester
to work with the members of the State Forest Fire staff in this
effort. State funds are used to pay one-half the cost of forest
fire suppression costs incurred by local forest fire organizations,
within pay rates established by the Governor and Council. State
funds matched by local funds are used to purchase hand tools to
suppress forest fires, to train local forest fire crews and in
forest fire prevention work.
All outside burning, when the ground is not covered with snow,
is permitted only after obtaining a written fire permit from your
local Forest Fire Warden. Penalty for burning without a permit
when one is required is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine up to
$1,000. or a jail term of up to one year or both.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!
1978 Forest Fire Statistics
No. of Fires No. of Acres Burned
State 1,433 460.
District 213 105.38
Town 8 3.4 5
Clark M. Davis Paul Colby
District Fire Chief Forest Fire Warden
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REPORT OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES
For the Year Ending December 31, 1978
Report of sale of lots in Town Cemetery, Pine Grove:
1/2 Lot 125 George Pease $ 85.00
Lot 67 Henry and Edith Shaw 150.00
Lot 61 Donald and Veronica Post 150.00
1/2 Lot 127 Warren and Alice Bryant 85.00
1/2 Lot 125 Ernest Pinkham 85.00
WORK ACCOMPLISHED 19 7 8
That portion of the road to the left and the rear of the cemetery
has been upgraded from gravel to tarred surface. The pre-exist-
ing roadways were repaired, tarred and sanded.
Of the $3,000. approved for the purpose of upgrading and repair-
ing the cemetery roads, $1,780.94 remains as carryover for con-
struction of the remaining section of the second loop as shown
on the cemetery plan. This work will be completed during 1979.
During 1978 several of the cemeteries were damaged by vandals.
The old Narrows Cemetery on Ye Olde Canterbury Road was exten-
sively damaged shen many grave markers were broken and knocked
over. The Hoitt Morrill cemetery located behind the bank was
also extensively damaged. The damage appears to have been caused
by young teenagers. Repairs of the damage is expensive and in
many cases the cracked stones can not be repaired. All citizens
are asked to report any activities which in their opinion are
causing this kind of mistreatment and disrespect to the cemeteries
The cemeteries were again well cared for during 1978. There was
a major problem in the form of the summer drought. The use of a
lawn mower raised clouds of dust and blew away the arid topsoil.
During the latter part of the year mowing was held to a judicious
minimum.
The Trustees are pleased with the response from lot owners with
regard to trust funds. Several new trusts have been placed on
older lots and smaller trusts have been increased. It is a simple
matter of economics. If we want our cemeteries to look nice, then
we must keep up with inflation. The rates of interest on monies
on deposit simply have not kept up with inflation. We, therefore,
continue to urge our citizens to put adequate trusts on their lots
so that they may be properly cared for.
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Mr. Sherman Elliott, the major caretaker of our cemeteries,
has given much of his time to the preparation of a set of
books for recording the interments in our cemeteries. We now
have books for East Northwood, Harvey Lake, and Fairview Ceme-
teries. Mr. Elliott is now preparing a new book for the Ridge
Cemetery. These books list all of the individuals buried in
each cemetery and a plot map showing the location of each
interment.
The Cemetery Trustees are developing a card file of information
on burials of individuals in the smaller cemeteries scattered
throughout the Town. It is hoped that when completed the com-
bination of books and card file will enable the Trustees to








We, the undersigned, being legal registered voters in
the Town of Northwood, N. H. petition the Board of Selectmen to
place the following article in the 1979 Town Warrant:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate












Petition for an Article in the 1979 Town Warrant,
Town of Northwood, New Hampshire
We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town of North-
wood, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Selectmen of the Town
of Northwood to place the following Article in the Warrant for
the 1979 Annual Town Meeting:
To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of
N. H. RSA 128 (Health Officer) , request the Selectmen to nominate
said Health Officer, or a shared Health Officer, and set the com-
pensation for such officer's services including expenses, or take
any other action relative thereto.










Walter M. Crandall, Jr.
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Petition for an Article in the 1979 Town Warrant
Town of Northwood, New Hampshire
We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town of North-
wood, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Selectmen of the Town
of Northwood to place the following article in the Warrant for
the 1979 Annual Town Meeting:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
of money ($150.00) as compensation for the services and expenses
of a Town Health Officer, or shared Town Health Officer, under
the provisions of N.H. RSA 12 8 when approved by the Town Meeting,
or take any other action relative thereto.















We the undersigned, being registered voters in the Town
of Northwood, N. H. , petition the Town of Northwood for a re-
classification from Class Six to Class Five of that portion of
the Old Deerfield Road, approximately 1000 ft. between the
present end of its Class Five and the driveway to the permanent




























We the undersigned, being registered voters in the. Town of
Northwood, N. H. petition the Town of Northwood for a sum of
$5,000.00 to improve that section of Old Deerfield Rd. approx-
imately 1000 ft. between the present end of its Class Five and












Walter S. Pinkham, Jr
Eleanor T. Pinkham
Richard H. Cummings












To: Town of Northwood
Selectmen's Office
We, the undersigned, petition the Selectmen of the Town
of Northwood to raise and appropriate $1000.00 to lay out
Spruce Cove Road for a town road, running from Route 4 at
Spruce Cove Meadow to Old Turnpike Road at the Northwood-Epsom
line. Said road having been laid out by Walter F. O'Neill, C.E.
of 239 Young Street, Manchester, New Hampshire in September, 1973
and approved by the Planning Board of Northwood, New Hampshire on
February 23, 1974, George V. Linscott, Chairman.
Everett H. Heald Star Route, Northwood
Annie E. Hartnett Star Route, Northwood
Cheryl Heald Star Route, Northwood
Douglas Heald Star Route, Northwood
Kathleen Capistran Old Turnpike Road, Northwood
Steve Capistran Old Turnpike Road, Northwood
Betsy Colburn Route 107, Northwood
Steve Sikes Route 4, Northwood
Bette Sikes Route 4, Northwood
Ada B. Heald Route 4, Northwood
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January 29, 1979
To: Town of Northwood
Selectmen's Office
We, the undersigned, petition the Selectmen of the Town
of Northwood to accept and lay out as a town road, the road
named Spruce Cove Road, running from Route 4 at Spruce Cove
Meadow to Old Turnpike Road at the Northwood-Epsom town line.
Said road having been laid out by Walter F. O'Neill, C.E. of
293 Young Street, Manchester, New Hampshire in September, 1973
and approved by the Planning Board of Northwood New Hampshire











Star Route, Northwood, N.H.
Star Route, Northwood, N.H.
Star Route, Northwood, N.H.
Star Route, Northwood, N.H.
Star Route, Northwood, N.H.
Old Turnpike Road, Northwood, N.H.
Route 4, Northwood, N. H.
Route 4, Northwood, N. H.
Star Route, Northwood, N. H.
Star Route, Northwood, N. H.
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NORTHWOOD PLUS 55 CLUB INCORPORATED
We, the undersigned, being legal voters in the Town of
Northwood, do hereby petition the Selectmen of said town to
place the following article in the 1979 Town Warrant.
To see if the Town will vote to allow the Plus 55 Club of
Northwood to use the Town Hall facilities for their meetings
and projects without charge, provided that the Club members
clean up after their meetings and projects and make a nominal
gift to the Town as they have been doing in the past, or to










































John B. Maloney, Jr.
Ernest Baker
Joan C . Brady
Bunny Behm




































We the undersigned do hereby petition the town of Northwood,
N.H., to retain the right-of-way, and to not close subject to
Gates and Bars, the following roads; the Mountain Road from Blakes
Hill to David Benin's property, and the Winding Hill Road from Blakes
Hill to the Deerfield line.
George A. Trojan Junction 202 & 202A, Northwood, N. H.
Ellen M. Trojan Junction 202 & 202A, Northwood, N.H.
Laurence S. Elliott 202A, Northwood, N. H.
Beulah C. Elliott 202A, Northwood, N. H.
Sharen Elliott Route 202A, Northwood, N. H.
Alvah G. Hubner Bow Lake Road, Northwood, N. H.
Ruth R. Hubner Bow Lake Road, Northwood, N. H.
Robert W. Graves Green Street, Northwood, N. H.
Dorothy M. Graves Green Street, Northwood, N. H.
Ron St. Cyr Northwood, N. H.
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Petition for an Article in the 1979 Town Warrant
Town of Northwood, New Hampshire
We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town of North-
wood, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Selectmen of the Town
of Northwood to place the following Article in the Warrant for
the 1979 Annual Town Meeting:
To see if the Town will vote to adopt width requirements
for Class V Winter Public Roads established under RSA 234:20,
such roads, and only such roads, having been plowed by the Town
during or prior to the 1977-78 season, so that said width re-
quirements for the purposes of Winter Public Roads shall be
those of the existing rights of way at the time when last plowed
by the Town, or take any other action relative thereto.
Charles S. Frary, Jr.






























We petition the Town of Northwood to accept the newly
constructed gravel road on the Westerly side of Cross Street
as shown in the Subdivision Plan #4437 of Warren E. Bryant, Sr.,
approved by the Northwood Planning Board on April 25, 1974 and
recorded at the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds.
This road was constructed on the 50' Right of Way as shown
on said plan and meets all the specifications of a Class V road.
The road is 750' long and is 22' wide with a 50' x 100' snow
plow turn-around area at its inner end. The entire construction
is on level, well drained ground.
Seven residential lots front on this road, of which five
have been sold and recorded.





Charles S. Frary, Jr.
Murray G. Small










Petition for the Acceptance of Bigelow Road by Town of Northwood
We, the undersigned residents of Northwood, do petition the Board
of Selectmen of the Town of Northwood, County of Rockingham, and
State of New Hampshire, to accept and maintain year-round Bigelow
Road, beginning at so-called Lower Deerfield Road and continuing
to the southeast corner of Big Buck Road.
Ron St. Cyr Northwood, N.H
Louis St. Pierre Northwood, N.H




Richard Johnson Northwood, N.H
Mary W. Gammon Northwood N.H
Shirley Sargent Northwood N.H
Larry Sargent Northwood N.H
Helen S. Frary Northwood N.H
Charles S. Frary, Jr. Northwood, N.H
Genevieve M. Houle Northwood, N.H
Loren Witham Northwood, N.H
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Petition for an Article in the 1979 Town Warrant
Town of Northwood, New Hampshire
We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town of
Northwood, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Selectmen of the
Town of Northwood to place the following Article in the Warrant
for the 1979 Annual Town Meeting:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a permanent
Town Roads Committee of six (6) members to be appointed by
the Selectmen for terms of three years, two to be appointed
annually in overlapping terms, except the first year when two
shall be appointed for three years, two for two years, arid two
for one year, the purpose of said Town Roads Committee to be to
advise the Selectmen and the Town Meeting on policies and stand-
ards concerning all matters having to do with public and private
ways within the Town, to present an annual report to the Annual
Town Meeting, said report to be published in the Annual Town
Report, or take any other action relative thereto.
Florant Demers Audrey J. Huckins
Marie Gunther Everett H. Heald
John E. Gunther Ada B. Heald
Wolfgang Liskow Carol Small
Ted Walski James D. Small
Steve Sikes Helen D. Blier
Bette Sikes Ron St. Cyr
John Newman, Sr. Genevieve M. Houle




We, the undersigned, petition the Town of Northwood as
follows:
If so-called winter roads are to be laid out, we request
that all private roads be included.
Gardner W. Mills




















For the Year Ending June 30, 1978











Barry L. Clough, B.Ed., M.A. , M. Ed.
Assistant Superintendent

















1978 SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING REPORT
March 11, 1978
The annual School District meeting was called to order
at 1:10 p.m. at the Northwood Elementary School, by Moderator
Robert Johnson. Mr. Johnson introduced Mr. Bernard Davis,
Assistant Superintendent of Schools. The School Warrant was
then read by Mr. Johnson.
ARTICLE 1 To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other
officers or agent of the District.
Mr. Harold Lester moved that the sum of $1,347.00 be raised.
Mr. Thomas Madson moved to amend the School Board salary from
$250.00 per member to $500.00 per School Board Member. This was
seconded, and a vote was taken for the amendment, which was passed
by a vote of 26 to 4. A motion was made to accept the motion as
was amended. This, too, was passed and the amendment was adopted.
ARTICLE 2 To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees
or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Mr. Bennett asked to have the article accepted as read.
Mrs. Marion Knox asked to have this article amended, in order
that the voters of Northwood might know how the School District
budget monies have been spent. She moved "that officers of the
Northwood School District be required to place a detailed state-
ment of receipts and payments, similar to that of the Town of
Northwood, in the School District section of the annual Northwood
Town Report." A vote was taken on the amendment by a show of
hands: 30 yes 6 no. Mr. Bennett was opposed to the amendment.
A vote for the adoption of amendment was taken verbally - YES and
the amendment passed.
ARTICLE 3 To choose agents and committees in relation to any
subject embraced in this warrant.
Mr. Bennett moved we close this article. It was seconded
by Mrs. Herron. This was voted on and passed.
ARTICLE 4 To see what sum of money the district will raise and
appropriate for the support of the schools, for the salaries of
School District officials and agents and for the payment of statu-
tory obligations for the district.
Mr. Lester asked that this article be accepted as read for a
budget of $585,440.00. Mr. Bennett asked that on Line 210 ,
Salaries that it be reduced $3,000.00 (from $195,608.00 to
$192 , 608 . 00) . Reason: one of the teachers will be leaving and
a replacement teacher would be making less money. A vote was
taken and this line item was accepted Line 700 Maintenance
of Plant , Mr. Bennett asked for an increase of $1,000.00 to be
used for outside improvements, such as enlarging and improving
the driveway and parking area. This amendment was passed and
accepted Line 1477.1 Tuition , Mr. Bennett asked that this
be increased by $7,000.00 (the original amount asked for) from
$205,000.00 to $212,000.00. Amendment was voted on and accepted.
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Line 1470 Expenditures other than Public Schools , Mr. Bennett
asked that this item be changed from $11,400.00 to $18,600.00
for Special Education. This amendment was voted on by show of
hands: 4 YES 29 NO. Motion does not prevail.
A total budget of $590,440.00 was passed.
ARTICLE 5 To see if the district will authorize the School
Board to make application for and to receive and expend, in
the name of the district, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other
funds for educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forth
coming from the United States Government and/or state agencies,
private agencies and/or other sources.
Mrs. Herron moved that this article be accepted as read.
This was seconded and the article was passed.
ARTICLE 6 To see if the district will vote to appropriate a
sum of money not to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000.00)
from the unencumbered balance at the end of the 1977-78 fiscal
year. Said sum of money is to be deposited in a capital reserve
fund in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35 for the purpose
of financing all or part of the cost of new construction for the
School District. This article was accepted as read. Mr. Madson
stated it's a fund for a future building and that it would be
added to last year's fund.
ARTICLE 7 To transact any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.
Mr. Johnson praised our "out-going School Board member"
Tom Madson, for his 6 years of truly dedicated work. He was
given a standing ovation.





The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Northwood qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the 13th day of March 1979, at 10:00 o'clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years
.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose Auditors, and all other necessary officers
and agents for the ensuing year.












The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Northwood qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Northwood School in
said district on the 10th day of March 1979, at 1:00 o'clock in
the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.
3. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appro-
priate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officials and agents, and for the payment of statu-
tory obligations of the District.
4. To see if the District will authorize the School Board to
make application for and to receive and expend, in the name
of the District, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds
for educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forth-
coming from the United States Government and/or state agencies;
private agencies and/or other sources.
5. To see if the District will vote to appropriate a sum of money
not to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) from the un-
encumbered balance at the end of the 1978-79 fiscal year. Said
sum of money is to be deposited in a capital reserve fund in
accordance with the provisions of R.S.A. 35 for the purpose of
financing all or part of the cost of new construction of the
school district.
6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand eight hundred fifty dollars ($5,850.00)
for a contingency fund as provided by the New Hampshire Re-
vised Statutes Annotated 198:4b.
7. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to appoint a planning committee to explore the possibility of
entering into a long term tuition contract for seventh and
eighth grade pupils with a Cooperative School District in the
event such a district is formed by surrounding communities.
Said committee to report to the District at the next School
District meeting.
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8. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Northwood this 13th day of
February, 1979.
James R. Bennett
Nathalie B. Wall School
Board
Lois K. DeTrude
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
James R. Bennett
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REVENUES AND CREDITS AVAILABLE TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES




Revenue from Federal Sources:
Vocational Education
School Lunch & Sp. Milk Program
PL 874
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES AND CREDITS
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
























New Hampshire State Department of Education
1977 - 1978
NORTHWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1977
and ending June 30, 1978
RECEIPTS
Taxes Received from School District Levies:
$
Other Revenue from Local Sources:
Rent
Fees
Revenue from State Sources:
School Building Aid
Area Voc. School Aid
Sweepstakes
School Lunch
Revenue from Federal Sources:
Vocational Education
School Lunch & Milk
Public Law #874
Sale of School Property:
Received from refunds, etc.
TOTAL NET RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Cash on hand at beginning of year























#110.1 District Officers' Salaries $ 1,224.00
Thomas Madson, Ch., School Board $ 250.00
James Bennett 250.00
Nathalie Wall 250.00
Constance R. Linnell, Treasurer 450.00
Walter Fiander, Auditor 12.00
Arlene Johnson, Auditor 12.00
#135 Contracted Services $ 1,281.00
Ruth R. Hubner, Bookkeeper $ 1,063.00
Phyllis Smith, Census 200.00
Helen Johnson, Sup. Checklist 6.00
Veronica Post, Sup. Checklist 6.00
Arlene Bassett, Sup. Checklist 6.00
#190 District Officers' Other Expenses $ 2,779.05
Allan McCausland, Arbitor $ 180.00
Prison Industries 20.99




Suncook Valley Sun 66.90
Foster's Daily Democrat 88.80
Northwood Postmaster 71.45
Demco 62.35
Brown & Saltmarsh 60.00
Linnell Press 15.00
Foster Press 22.80





3M Business Products 9.87
Nighswander, Lord, Martin, etc. 269.36
INSTRUCTION:
#210 Salaries, Physicals, etc. $188,164.73
Thomas R. Conway, Principal $15,389.00
John B. Bresnahan, Science 10,716.00
Eleanor L. Bryne, Art 2,068.00
Suzan E. Drew, Grade 4 7,600.00
Barbara G. Fraser, Grade 1 10,716.00
Anne W. Grabowski, Spec. Ed. 3,831.00
Joanne L. Grossblatt, Spec. Ed. 10,534.00
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V. Gale Gustafson, Grade 3 $ 8,588.00
S. Thomas Hall, Soc. Studies 8,588.00
Bonita D. Hibbard, Lang. Arts 11,651.00
Albertina Hoogeveen, Grade 1 11,096.00
Eleanor M. Loewer, Grade 5 10,998.05
Nancy J. Osborne, Grade 2 8,360.00
Eva 0. Pollard, Grade 2 11,248.00
David Bragdon, Music 3,238.00
Jane S. Bates, Aide 2,843.50
Arlene F. Bassett, Aide 3,677.00
Mary A. Bruce, Grade 5 13,607.17
Marlene L. Kinney, Lang. Arts 10,055.00
Susan E. Mulhearn, Math 4,905.57
Clifford H. Perkins, Math 6,800.95




















Eleanor Loewer, Reading Coord. $ 400.00
Suzan Drew, Tutoring 88.00
U.N.H., Reg. Fees for Workshop 40.00

























Ruth R. Hubner $ 4,131.00
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Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Houghton Mifflin Co.
Laidlaw Bros.
New Dimensions In Education, Inc.
Rand McNally & Co.
Scott, Foresman & Co.
Steck Vaughan Co.
Winston Press, Inc.







National Library Service, Inc.
National Wildlife Federation
Northeast Audio Visual































Ball, Stick, Bird Pub.
Barnell Loft Ltd.
Babbs Merrill Co., Inc.
Curriculum Innovations
Curriculum Associates, Inc.




Educators Pub. Service, Inc.
Fisher Scientific Co.
Guidance Assoc. Del., Inc.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Human Devel. Train. Inst.
Houghton Mifflin Co.
Hovey's Audio Visual
H.B. Ed. Systems, Inc.




































New England School Supply Co. $ 458.86
News Map of the Week 32.00
New Dimentions in Education 460.69
Perfection Form Co. 28.30
Programs for Ed. Publishers 35.75
Reliable Wireless Learn. Systems 59.95
Science Research Assoc. 71.53
Scott, Foresman & Co. 1,912.97
Scholastic Book Services 211.88
Scholastic Magazines, Inc. 622.65
Seacoast Ed. Services 35.73




Trow Book Store 92.58
Tutoring Works 13.50
J. Weston Walch, Publishers 7.15
3M Business Products, Inc. 20.88
Korney Board Aids 58.63
Dedsa Valvay 35.00
Xerox Ed. Publishers 23.00
Victory Paddle Co. 6.72
Word Making Productions 34.25
WS. B. Sanders Co. 22.05
Eleanor Byrne (Reimb.) 62.41
J. & D. Handy Crafts 13.74




The Brown Owl 2 8.12
Ted Herbert's Music Mart 115.50
N. H. Music Assoc. 5.00
Exeter Music Co. 13.15
Heritage True Value Hardware 99.03
Spenco Medical Corp. 9.89






Media Programs, Inc. 399.00
Educational Supply Co. 224.80
Less Refunds - $91.61
Contracted Services 2,136.04
Mary R. Madson










#290 Other Expenses of Instruction $ 777.70






N. H. School Board Assoc.
Postage and Petty Cash














Arnold T. Clement Co.
Braham Laboratories
C. E. Wilbur Co.





#6 35 Contracted Services
Michael Anthony Construction
Jane Boolba















































#645 Utilities $ 2,908.57
New England Telephone $ 907.71
Public Service Co. 2,000.86
MAINTENANCE OF PLANT:
#725 Replacement of Equipment $ 000
#726 Repairs to Equipment $ 734.66
Concord Fire Ex. Service $ 32.75
Hovey's Audio Visual 2 3.64
3M Business Products 189.72
Taft Business Machines 94.80
R.E.W. Electronics 121.95
Sewing Machine Center 47.70
Simplex Time Recorder 80.10
George Walsh 144.00
#735 Contracted Services $ 976.00
Bailey & Co. $ 245.00
Fowler Construction Inc. 94.59
Sikes Plumbing & Heating 266.00
Wilson Electric 465.00
Less Insurance Claim Check $94.59
#766 Repairs to Building $ 15,922.17
Dorr Heating & Plumbing, Inc. $ 8,433.01
Gilman Glass 64.50
Herbert Hewett 5,2 38.94
Heritage True Value Hardware 113.43
Harvey McLean 314.92
Ron's Carpet Warehouse 1,075.00
Sherwin Williams 59.55
Sikes Plumbing & Heating 58.00
Wilson Electric 564.82
FIXED CHARGES:
#850.1 State Retirement - District's Share $ 3,721.85
#850.3 F.I.C.A. - District's Share 12,336.14
#850.4 Blue Cross/Blue Shield - District's Share 1,698.55
#855 Perkins Insurance Co. 5,289.04
HOT LUNCH PROGRAM:
#975.1 Federal Contribution $ 13,565.68















































#1370 Principal - N. E. Merchants Nat'l Bank
#1371 Interest - N. E. Merchants Nat'l Bank
TRANSFER ACCOUNTS:































Terry Michaud $ 212.48
Northwood Garage 4,375.00
Less Reimbursement by State of N. H. - $1,710.08
#1477.3 Supervisory Union Expenses $ 10,974.10
#1477.5 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds $ 5,000.00
#1477.9 Federal monies transferred to Coe-Brown $ 5,702.02
#1479.1 Expenditures to Non-Public Schools $ 7,791.00
Concord Development Center $ 1,591.50
Great Bay School 6,025.00
N. H. Easter Seal Society 32.00
Northwood Preschool Coop. 142.50
#1479.2 Transportation $ 1,615.05
Linda Barnes $ 512.75
Edna Colpritt 1,102.30
TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES FOR ALL PURPOSES $544,868.01
Cash on hand at end of year, June 30, 1978 $ 6,165.97




Year Ending June 30, 1978
Current Appropriations $486,872.00
Revenue from State Sources 14,792.23
Revenue from Federal Sources 24,013.57
Revenue from All Other Sources 1,641.47
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1977 28,703.26
Total Receipts $556,022.53
Less School Board Orders 549, 856. 56






NORTHWOOD SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
Financial Statement
1977 - 1978
Balance - July 1, 1977 $ 582.21
Receipts:
State & Federal Reimbursements




















Balance as of July 1, 1978 $ 298.24
Other Program Resources:













Weeks Dairy $ 5,198.96




S. Gumpert, Inc. 36 2.70





Fantini Baking Company 6.02
Circle Lee Market 2.07
Lynch' s Chopping Block 33.83
Purity Supreme 4.20
Windigo Orchards 24.00
N.H. Distributing Agency 187.08






















































This is to certify that we, the undersigned, auditors of
the School District of Northwood, have examined the books,
receipts and vouchers of the School Treasurer and find them





This is to certify that we, the undersigned, auditors of
the School District of Northwood, have examined the books,
receipts and vouchers of the School Lunch Program and find them







REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the Northwood School District:
When School opened in September 1978, the Northwood Elementary



























































*Funded as part of the Joint Project under Title I for
Barrington, Northwood, Nottingham and Strafford.
The enrollment by grades in the Northwood Elementary School
at the opening of school was as indicated on the chart below:
Grade Total









Northwood pupils attending secondary schools at district expense
are listed below:
Tuition
School Attended Special 9 10 11 12 Total Rate
Coe-Brown Academy 40 32 26 30 128 $1344.00
Dover High School 2 7 8 1





Northwood Parent Co-op 1
Totals 6 47 42 29 38 162^
In April of 1978 the State Board of Education adopted an orig-
inal document entitled GUIDELINES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN. The purpose for this action was to
require each school district to re-evaluate its current curriculum,
teaching techniques and testing procedures in order to insure the
accountability of the district's educational programs to the citizens
In anticipation of this decision by the State Board of Education
this office has been stressing the importance of curriculum de-
velopment to all principals in the Supervisory Union since 1976.
Faculty curriculum efforts from throughout the Supervisory Union
were reviewed and consolidated this past summer by an account-
ability/curriculum committee composed of teachers from the various
school districts. Miss Barbara Fraser and Mrs. Eleanor Loewer
served on this committee as the teacher representatives from the
Northwood School District. After many long hours and much effort,
the committee developed common educational objectives and identi-
fied specific learning tasks to be mastered by the pupils. We are
presently working on reviewing our current achievement test, the
Science Research Associates Achievement series, to determine the
validity of this test relative to its ability to assess the pro-
gress of our pupils. The intent of this plan is to identify any
necessary curriculum modifications in order to insure that our
pupils are achieving the basic rudiments of a sound education.
As I stated in this report two years ago, one of the most
far reaching laws to be passed in recent years in terms of the
impact it will have on local school district budgets is P.L. 94-
142. Subsequent to the passage of this new Federal law, our own
New Hampshire Legislature passed House Bill 16 which caused a
significant alteration in the budgetary process through a revision
of State Law RSA 189-A. Prior to the passage of H.B. 16, local
school districts were only required to budget up to double the
State wide average tuition rate for the handicapped child in
question in the event that the child required specific schooling
outside of the school district. If there were any excess costs
for such an out-of-district placement of a child, the receiving
school would bill the State Department of Education directly for
the additional costs. H.B. 16 has revised State law RSA 189-A to
the point where the local school district must pay the entire
cost of educating a handicapped child for whom an out-of-district
placement has been deemed necessary. While the local school
district liability remains the same at double the State wide
average tuition rate, the revision of State law requires the
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local district to submit a reimbursement request to the State
Department of Education for the excess costs. This action has
forced local school districts to budget the full costs of out-of-
district placements on the expenditure side of their budgets and
to show the anticipated reimbursements from the State Department
on the estimated revenues side of the budget. For this reason,
at first glance it would appear that our Special Education costs
at the local level have skyrocketed dramatically when in reality
the actual cost to the local school district has not risen as
rapidly as the combined figures would indicate to be the case.
In addition to conducting the normal curriculum development
activities and bringing the school district into compliance with
the new Special Education legislation, this office will be assist-
ing the School Board and administration in developing an aware-
ness for the new school financial accounting system referred to
as Financial Account Classification Handbook II Revised . This
new mandated financial accounting system must go into operation
as of July 1, 1980. While it appears that this new accounting
system will make a school district's budget and bookkeeping more
complex in terms of additional paperwork, it will enable the
school boards to retrieve information more rapidly which should
contribute to more effective management decisions.
The Federal and State governments have placed a large degree
of importance on energy conservation practices through the pass-
age of the National Energy Act. Local school districts may soon
become eligible for 50/50 matching grants totaling 1.5% of a
respective school district's total energy costs for the pre-
ceding year. These grants according to our latest information
will enable school districts to contract for the proper insula-
tion of ceilings, the installation of combination windows, re-
novation of existing heating plants, etc. This office will assist
local school districts with the application process for these
funds.
In summary, we wish to express our appreciation to the
members of the School Board, the teachers, pupils and citizens
for the cooperation exhibited during the past year. We look
forward to a long and productive relationship in which our mutual












(R.S.A. Chapter 189:48 - New Hampshire Laws)
Assistant
School District % Local Share Superintendent Superintendent
BARRINGTON 15.04 $ 2,932.80 $ 2,311.50
FARMINGTON 24.03 4,685.85 3,693.18
MIDDLETON 1.855 361.73 285.10
MILTON 14.54 2,835.30 2,234.66
NORTHWOOD 11.355 2,214.22 1,745.16
NOTTINGHAM 9.37 1,827.15 1,440.08
STRAFFORD 8.29 1,616.55 1,274.10
WAKEFIELD 15.52 3,026.40 2,385.28
100.000 $19,500.00 $15,369.06






David Fragdon, part-time $ 3,496.00
John Bresnahan 11,246.00




Ann Grabowski, part-time 4,043.00
Joanne Grossblatt 11,102.00
Virginia Gustafson 9,270.00













To the Northwood School Board and the Citizens of Northwood:
The 1977/78 school year at the Northwood School has been
a very productive year. Our students scored extremely well in
our S.R.A. testing program. We feel that the concentration on
basics in education has been responsible for the improvement in
our students' performance.









At the present time, we have 14 full-time teachers, a part-
time Speech Clinician and Learning Disability specialist, and a
full-time Special Education Director. Our art teacher and our
music teacher are also part-time. At the present, two Aides are
also a part of the staff. Through federal programing, we have a
Title I Reading Specialist three days each week, and because of
the large first grade, we have a CETA person helping at that level
New teachers to our system this year are Mrs. Jane Weiland,
Grade 3; Mrs. Joanne Kreed, Language Arts for Grade 6 thru 8;
and Miss Mary Harte, math for Grades 6 thru 8. Miss Susan Musarra
is our new Speech Clinician and Mrs. Mary Marini is the new Aide
at the Learning Center. Mr. James Purtell, our new head Custodian
comes with a great deal of experience in this field.
Our teachers, in conjunction with all the teachers in Union
#44, have been working toward an accountability model for the
Union. This model will be used to evaluate students in the basic
skills at Grades 4 thru 8. Students who can not pass this exam
will be held at grade level. This program is required as part of
a state-wide program that will require all schools to establish
such a program by 1980.
The School Board authorized some maintenance work done during
the summer: a new roof on the modular units and a new rug in the
first grade room.
A "School Volunteer" program has been established for the
1978/79 school year, and we have been very pleased with this pro-
gram as it has allowed many of our students to receive extra
individualized help.
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As in the past, we have maintained our active extra-curricular
programs after school. We feel that these programs are beneficial
for the students because of the limited opportunities for recrea-
tion in the community, and it is our feeling that the school should
serve this function. Students who are involved in these programs
must maintain satisfactory grades in their studies or they are not
allowed to participate. This is a very strong incentive for some
students to keep their grades at a level consistent with their
ability.
Our graduates of 1978 have gone on to high school, and we are
pleased to hear that they are doing a fine job. The opportunity
to watch students grow from Grade 1 to High School graduation is
one of the most rewarding experiences that I have in my position
in Northwood.
In closing I would like to express my appreciation to the
Superintendent's Office, Mr. Barry Clough, Superintendent of Schools
and Mr. Bernard Davis, Assistant Superintendent, for the help they
provide the school. A special thanks to the Northwood School Board
who have worked long and hard for quality education in Northwood,
but especially, on behalf of the entire staff, I want to thank the






















































SCHOOL HEALTH REPORT 1977 - 1978
The health program for the year 1977 - 1978 was carried out
in the usual manner with an annual physical inspection of each
student by the nurse. When defects were noted the appropriate
referral and follow-up were made.
Vision tests 320 Heights 308
Hearing tests 330 Weights 308
First Aid 696 Inspections 308
Home Visits 14
Mal-occlusion Clinic and Treatment 1






Pre-school vision and hearing screening 90
The students received the benefit of preventative dental
care through several worthwhile programs. Six students received
dental care through Northwood Matching Funds. The money was made
available this year through very generous contributions from the
Harvey Lake Women's Club, Lions Club, Post 7217 V.F.W., Home Ex-
tension, Fire Department Auxiliary, Grange and Crescent Chapter,
O.E.S. Dr. David Gruette, Northwood, was the participating dentist.
Through a program sponsored by the N.H. Bureau of Dental Health,
all students in grades 1-6 were given the opportunity to partici-
pate in a daily dry brushing and weekly Fluoride Rinse Program.
One hundred and thirty-four students participated in the dental
Cleaning and Fluoride Clinic held in October. Mrs. Claire Sklarin
and Mrs. Linda Sawyer were the participating hygienists.
Instructions from the Federal Government and the N. H. Di-
vision of Public Health Services required all student health
records be reviewed for immunication levels. Opportunities were
provided for students to receive any immunizations that were needed.
The following were administered at the Rural District Health Council,
Northwood Town Hall, Clinic.
Diphtheria and Tetanus 86 Measles, Mumps & Rubella 11
Polio 49 Mumps 35
Measles 6 T.B. 1
The following Communicable Diseases were noted:
Whooping Cough 1 Strep Throat Cultures 74
Pediculosis 2 13 positive cultures
Impetigo 3
During the school year I made weekly visits to Levels 1-5.
Health related lessons and activities were planned and carried out.
This year a Family Living Program was introduced into the Health
Curriculum for grades 1-6. It was enthusiastically received by
the students. As part of V.D. education for the seventh and eighth
grade students, lectures, movies, filmstrips and discussions were
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planned and carried out. The sixth grade completed the Red
Cross, Basic First Aid Course.
During the school year I attended workshops on Nutrition,
Immunizations and Handicapped Children. During Drug Education
Week I spoke on behalf of the N. H. School Nurses, Channel 9.
I would like to express my thanks to the Superintendent,
School Board Members, teachers and parents for their cooperation







































February 25-29 Winter Vacation
April 28-May 2 Spring Vacation
May 30 Memorial Day
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